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South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on January 3, 2011, at j:OO
pm t the municipal building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Rick Wilson, courthl
pre ident Robert Schroeder, council members Jane Ramey, Roger Hopkins, Jill Roes~
Rick Sowers, Utility superintendent Joe Allen, village residents Dan and Jeanett~
nn, Lynda Reigle, Teri and Roger Feazel, Woody Blanton and Kate Roese,
"
treasurer.
meeting started with the pledge of allegiance.
minutes were read corrected. Exempt was misspelled and an emergency ordin~ce
ot be passed with four members.
'
Pol· ce officers are non-exempt employees so they must be paid overtime. We canno~
afD rd a contract with them and pay overtime also. The reason for the contract was ·~~
bu etary so we would know exactly what the pay would be each year. We will kee};
the hourly and try to monitor the amount of overtime. We could try to give them c:fmp
ti
but Mayor Wilson feels we don't have enough officers to do this. Mrs. Jill Roe~e
if they are happy with this. No, they haven't had a raise in two years. Chief M~;Coy
Id like to recommend a raise for the officers.
··
or Wilson would like to obtain a fleet fuel card for the village to use. We could ;
hase fuel at any station but Swifty's. They don't offer a fuel card. If there was 41
er outage, we could purchase fuel at any station in town. Mr. Sowers thought th~s
wa going to be taken care of when it was brought up before. Kate will find out the ~'
det ils and get a contract for council to review.
~'
Mr. Schroeder made a motion to take amending ordinance 1996-07 the zoning ordin~ce
wi ordinance 2010-17 off the table with a second by Mr. Hopkins. Vote all yeas. e
M or Wilson asked the Planning and Zoning board to update the fence and sign pant of
the ordinance. It was recommended to table this so council could review Ordinance •~19 6-07. Mr. Schroeder made a motion to table with a second by Mrs. Ramey. Vot~ all

adj
thi
thi
all

Schroeder made a motion to take the solid waste increase off the table with a setj~md
r. Hopkins. Vote all yeas. The land fill cost is increasing. Our current providel is
ing the increase on to us. Section 5.1 of the contract states there can be a contra~t
stment when there is an increase from SWACO. We need to approve or disappr~ve
. The increase will be $657.00 per month. It states in the contract we could negqHate
. Mr. Hopkins made a motion to negotiate this with a second by Mrs. Ramey. V~te
eas. The solid waste committee will be responsible for the negotiations.
·

ar
en
a
re
vi
by

Schroeder made a motion to take the water/sewer contract with Scioto Estates off the
e with a second by Mr. Hopkins. Vote all yeas. Mr. Allen states we need a con~tact
Scioto Estates defining the system is theirs and the water is ours. There is a gr~¥
as far as upkeep of their lines and shutting down the system. The village must ~f
ure the quality of the water but the park must ensure the quality of the lines. We peed
gned contract between the village and the park owners. The village will be
1,1
onsible for the water up to the 6" meter house. Council permission is needed fo~l the
age solicitor to write up the contract. Mrs. Jill Roese made the motion with\ a secwnd
r. Sowers. Vote all yeas.
L
,:
::_~

. Ramey made a motion to bring the 08-09 audit off the table with a second by ~r.
Sc oeder. Vote all yeas. Mr. Schroeder made a motion to go into executive sessio~
w· ha second by Mrs. Ramey. Vote all yeas.
·
•,:,
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Mr. Sc roeder made a motion to come out of executive session with a second by Mrsti
Ramey Vote all yeas. Mr. Sowers made a motion to table the 08-09 audit with a secibnd
by Mrs Roese. Vote all yeas.
·i
Amen ng Ordinance 2009-01 holiday pay the ordinance committee did not meet.
will be eady for the next meeting.

T~ey
;,!

There e bulletin boards throughout the village. We need to add on in the DominioJ!
Subdiv sion by the new school. The cost would be seven to eight hundred dollars. ~e
also ne d to look into repairing the ones we have. The street superintendent should h!~ve
catalog with prices. Everyone agrees this needs to be done.
·

~i

order of new business is electing a new council president for the year 2011.
kins nominates Mrs. Ramey. Mr. Sowers nominates Mr. Schroeder. Mrs.
oes not want the job and will withdraw. The votes are all yeas for Mr.

i

n would like to discuss giving Mr. Thompson a raise. This would be a oneti#ie
ion to his wages to give him a raise because he did not get a raise when suggdsted
PA. The village turned this down because it would not be fair for him to havt~ a
en everyone else did not get a raise. His raise would come out of utility fun&$.
1 Roese made a motion to give him a 6% raise because she feels he deserves i~.1 It
does~ t matter if everyone else ~ets a raise. We can ~fford to give it to him because~tlhey
came 1 under budget. Mr. Hopkms seconded the motion. Vote Mr~. Sowers yes, Mr:,
Schroe er no, and Mrs. Ramey yes. Motion carries.
:\

\ Mr. Al
- conces
by the
raise
Mrs. Ji

j

,,

Mr. Al
nothin
like to
and so
hopin

en gave the utility report. The lines were flushed. The first hydrant was bad, ti
after that. The lines cannot be flushed in Scioto Estates. Mayor Wilson wot4d
equest an inventory list or projected inventory replacement list. List of pump,~
n plus their worth. We are stuck with one brand of pumps right now. He is ;:!
to get an adaptor so we can get any brand of pump we want.

Dan G
are wo
and t
also re
contra

inn from the Board of Public Affairs talked about delinquent water bills.
king on a new ordinance and sticking to it. We need to treat everyone the srute
e the burden off Tara. We can put them on property taxes. The property own~r is
ponsible if a tenant moves out leaving a utility bill. Some aren't abiding by tle
ts they have signed.
;i'!

Th~y

cCoy made his police report. He is losing auxiliary units because the officer$i
ave as much free time.
It was ecided to do away with the all committee meeting the last Saturday of each
mont . If one is needed, it will be scheduled.

d

:;

Mr. H pkins made a motion to pay bills. There was a second by Mr. Schroeder. Yott all
yeas.
oeder made a motion to adjourn with a second by Mr. Hopkins. Vote all ye~s.
g adjourned at 9:45 pm. Next meeting will be on Tuesday, January 18, 2011
at the municipal building.

it
~i
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2011

Schroeder, council president

---------------------- -------

- BELCHER
DANNY L. BELCHER
- CLINEB
BRYAN D. CLINE
- DAUBERMAN
ROBERT E. DAUBERMAN
- ESTEP
KELLY L. ESTEP
- ESTEP2
KELLY L. ESTEP
- HOOVER
DALE D. HOOVER
- KOCHERON
ERIC B. KOCKERAN
- RALSTON
JUSTIN RALSTON
- ROESEK
Kathleen Roese
- WELLS
JOHNNY WELLS
- WILSON
RICHARD A. WILSON
POSTMASTER
JOE ALLEN
- HOPKINS
ROGER M. HOPKINS
- PETTIBONE
MATTHEW V. PETTIBONE
- RAMEY
MARTHA JANE RAMEY
- ROESEJ
JILL ROESE
- SCHROEDER
ROBERT SCHROEDER
- SOWERS
RICK SOWERS
- ALLEN
CHARLES J. ALLEN
- MCCOY
KENDALL G. MCCOY
- THOMPSON
ROBERT C. THOMPSON
- WELLS
JOHNNY WELLS
- MCCOY
KENDALL G. MCCOY
JOHNNY WELLS
- WELLS
Skipped Warrants 14117 to 14117
OHIO CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT CENTER
- BELCHER
DANNY L. BELCHER
- CLINEB
BRYAN D. CLINE
- DAUBERMAN
ROBERT E. DAUBERMAN
ESTEP
KELLY L. ESTEP
- KOCHERON
ERIC B. KOCKERAN
- WELLS
JOHNNY WELLS
- WILSON
RICHARD A. WILSON
OHIO CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT CENTER
OHIO WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
TREASURER OF STATE OF OHIO/OPWC
- OHIO WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
OHIO WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
OHIO WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
OHIO WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
OHIO WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

$226.09
464.48
388.81
260.01
29.81
172. 32
329.32
151. 54
437.98
764.89
142.30
287.60
400.00
153.05
153.21
179.56
120.63
240.66
163.70
520.35
727. 76
56Q.62
435.74
727. 76
435.74
0.00
188.87
281.78
204.03
667.98
169.62
193.56
698.90
142.30
188.87
42,211.09
6,320.45
44,610.14
13,517.38
14,359.99
5,711.79
130,692.56
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met for an emergency Council meeting on
January 13, 20~) at 7pm, in the Municipal building. Present at the meeting were Mayor
Rick Wilson, Council president Robert Schroeder, Council members Matt Pettibone, Jill
Roese, Rick Sowers, Roger Hopkins, and Jane Ramey, Chief Ken McCoy, and Assistant
clerk Tara Sopher.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance.
Mayor Wilson said he has called Brendon at Local Government Services to help get us
up to balance but no return call as of yet. He also called the state auditor for
reconciliation of the books but again, no return call yet. He also contacted two traveling
clerks from the Auditor of state's website. A lady from Amanda Twp is coming here
tomorrow to check things out. She is only available every other week. Her pay is $20 per
hour. Local Government Services is $40 per hour but would be a lot better quality and
faster than a visiting clerk. The woman from Amanda Twp , the Mayor thinks her name is
Melissa Trembly. Mayor says another option would be to call in Vicki, the traveling clerk
that has been helping Kate Roese but Vicki was never able to find the problem in the
bank reconciliations either. Should we call Vicki? Everyone agrees no and that Mayor
Wilson is already doing everything he can by putting in these phone calls to LGS and
visiting clerks. Mayor Wilson says he thinks that LGS is best for our situation. Roger
asked how long will the audit take. Mayor Wilson says he was told not long. It is just the
bank reconciliations holding them up.
Matt asks how much did Kate Roese make and how many hours a week can we afford to
pay someone to fix this? She made about $18,000 annually working part time hours.
Whatever we do, it needs to happen fast because we can not even pay bills. LGS also
offers a performance audit we can utilize after we get anew clerk in place to help
streamline daily operations. We can't pay bills because 2010 is not closed out. Various
past due bills are seriously past due. Speedway has given us a final extension to pay by
Jan. 31st, after which our card will be shut down and no body will be able to get fuel.
There is further discussion about paying bills. Why are we so far behind and wasn't Kate
Roese supposed to transfer funds over to pay the bills? Kate called the state and they said
she could not do that. Mayor Wilson says he is going to try to get this visiting clerk to at
least flip us over to 2011 and pay some critical bills.
Roger asks how are we going to fill the position? Mayor tells everyone to refer to the
paperwork he has handed out from the Ohio Revised Code. It states we have the option to
change the elected Clerk/Treasurer position to an appointed Fiscal Officer. Rick explains
the options and there is discussion about the pros and cons of changing the job. There is
discussion about salary. Matt feels $37,000 is fair, the Mayor and Jane say they feel that
$35,000 would be ok to start off with. Matt says where he works this would pay a whole
lot more. It is a lot of responsibility and will require at least 40 hours a week. Is it
possible to combine the Clerk/treasurer and Assistant Clerk into one job? Tara says it
WOU;ld be possible but if it was her, she would want to make sure she is provided proper
training and would need assistance from Kelly or something in the beginning to learn the
job. Jane says well Tara would have to work as many hours as it takes and Bob says we
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can not talk as though it is Tara, she does not have the job, we have to refer to it just as
the new Clerk. How much does this position pay in Ashville? Tara will find out and we
will put on the agenda for January 18th to vote on changing the position or not. We will
need an ordinance for this change. Matt would like to interview people in front of
Council. The Mayor states it would need to go in front of the Finance committee for
interviews. More talk of qualifications and salary. Who will write the ordinance? Matt
asks the Mayor if he will write up the ordinance and everything needs to be sent through
Rob Rishel. Jill says if it is in the revised code why do we need it to go through the
lawyer. Just to make sure everything is okay because we need a Clerk as soon as possible.
Rick and Roger wonder why Kate Roese resigned. Jill asks if anyone asked her why.
Mayor says we only have what she wrote in her resignation letter. Jane says she asked
and Kate said personal issues. Matt says well that is neither here nor there, we need to
focus on filling the open position.
Matt makes a motion to adjourn. Rick seconds, vote all yes.
Meeting adjourned. Next meeting will be on Tuesday Jan. 18, 2011 at 7pm at the
Municipal building.

J

·~

---'- _{MJ4 _·~1,'liW1_

----

Clerk/treasurlr

f)o-/uJ IL~~

Council~resident
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THE SOUTH BLOOMFIELD VILLAGE COUNCIL MET IN REGULAR
SESSION ON JANUARY18TH, 2011AT7PM, IN THE MUNICIPAL
BUILDING, PRESENT AT THE MEETING WERE MAYOR RICK
WILSON, COUNCIL MEMBERS MATT PETTIBONE, JILL ROESE,
ROGER HOPKINS, JANE RAMEY, JILL ROESE, RICK SOWERS,
CHIEF KEN MCCOY, RESIDENTS MR. AND MRS. GWINN, RICHARD
CARPENTER AND INCOME TAX CLERK, ~LL Y ESTEP. NOT
PRESENT AT THE MEETING WAS COUNCIL PRESIDENT ROBERT
SCHROEDER.
THE MEETING STARTED WITH THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE.
MAYOR WILSON CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER THE
MINUTES WERE READ AND MATT ASKED WHO CHANGED THE
ALL COMMITTES MEETINGS. HE ALSO ASKED ABOUT THE RAISE
HAS TO BE READ THREE TIMES THERE NEEDS TO BE A ·
RESOLUTION. THIS CAN GO INTO IN EFFECT YET. MAYOR
WILSON STATED IT HAS HAPPENED ALL READY, THE 6 % NEEDS
TO BE STOPPED AND VOTED ON. MAYOR SAID HE WILL LOOK
INTO AND SEE IF IT HAS TO BE BY ORDIANCE. RICHARD
CARPENTER, ASKED IF THE COULD BE PASSED BY EMERGENCY
MEASURE. RICHARD ASKED IF THIS CAME THRU BOARD OF
UBLIC AFFAIRS. AND MAYOR WILSON SAID IT DID COME THRU
LONG TIME AGO. THIS WAS CORRECTION OR ADDITIONS, THE
ST STANDS AS READ.
YOR SAID LAST TIME THE SOLICTOR WAS DOWN FOR THE
ETING THE COUNCIL OPERATES THRU THE ORDIANCES AND
SULTIONS. JUS'FKEEP IN MIND FOR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
IRST ITEM ON OLD BUISNESS IS THE FUEL FLEET CARD.
GHT EXPRESS FUEL CARD.THE COUNCIL REVIEWED
PORTS AND STATEMENTS AND THE FORMS TO FILL OUT AND
HE MAYOR SAID THE LADY WOULD WAIVE THE FORTY
OLLAR SET UP FEE SINCE WE WERE A GOVERNMENT ENTITY.
HE COUNCIL WILL REVIEW AND GET BACK, JEANETTE GWENN
SKED IF THE GAS WAS TRACKED WITH THIS CARD THE
YOR ANWESERED ALL BUT THE TRACTOR AND THE
OWERS OPERATE ON HOURS AND SO THE WAY TO KEEP
RACK OF FUEL WOULD BE GALLONS USED. THE DIRECT
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SUPERVISOR WOULD MONITOR EACH DEPARTMENT. MRS
RAMEY ASKED IF THEIR WOULD BE A REPORT OF TIDS EACH
MEETING TO KEEP TRACK. RICK AND JANE FEEL TIDS NEEDS TO
BE ACTED ON SO WE CAN FINSH TIDS ISSUE UP.
MOTION TO LEAVE FUEL FLEET CARD ON THE TABLE TILL NEXT
MEETING WAS MADE BY ROGER HOPKINS SECONDED BY RICK
SOWERS, VOTE ALL YEAS.
AMMENDING 1996-07 ZONING ORDIANCE WITH ORDIANCE
2010-17 WAS DISCUSSED ABOUT SIGNS AND FENCES UPDATE
CHANGE BECAUSE OF OLD ORDIANCES SOME OF THE NEW
SIGNS DID NOT FIT IN ARE ZONING ORDIANCE LAWS. RICHARD
CARPENTER ASKED IF ODOT HAD ANY SAYING IN THE SIGNS
THAT GO UP THE MAYORSTATED NO. MAYOR STATED THIS
WAS BROUGH UP BY THE VILLAGE INSPECTOR DALE HOOVER
WHERE HE NOTICED THESE THINGS GOING ON THAT NEED TO
BE CHANGED ALSO WE CAN NOT DO ANYTIIlNG WITH THE
SIGNS ALREADY GRANDFATHERED IN.MATT ASKED IF WE
COULD ADD A INTRADUCED BY.
MOTION TO AMMEND 1996-07 ZONING ORDIANCE TO 2010-17 FOR
THE FIRST READING WAS MADE BY JANE RAMEY AND
SECONDED ROGER HOPKINS, VOTE ALL YEAS.
NEXT ON THE AGENDA WAS THE LOCAL WASTE PRICE
INCREASE MAYOR SAID HE WAS NOT ABLE TO MAKE THE
PHONE CALL AND RICK SOWER SAID HE TRIED TO CALL TODAY
AND HE WAS NOT ABLE TO MAKE CONTACT EITHER, GET RICK
AND NUMBER WITH AND CONTACT NAME AND HE WILL TRY
AGAIN HE SAID.
AMENDING COUNCIL RULES WAS TABLED NEED MOTION TO
PULL OF THE TABLE THE MOTION WAS MADE BY RICK SOWERS,
ROGER HOPKINS SECONDED, VOTE ALL YEAS.
AMENDING COUNCIL RULES WAS BROUGHT UP BY JEFF
FAIRBANKS BEFORE HE LEFT. THIS REQUIRES FIVE OUT OF THE
SIX TO CHANGE RULES. MR GWEN ASKED IF THE BOARD OF
PUBLIC AFFAIRS HAS THOSE SAME PROCEDURES, THE MAYOR
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WILL CHECK AND SEE. RICK SOWERS BROUGHT UP RULE 33
PAGE TEN THE BOOK SHOULD READ_ THREE QUARTER VOTE. SO
THESE PROPOSED CHANGES THAT WAS WRITTEN IN WERE
DISCUSSED AND NEED TO REVIEW. MATT ASKED IF THIS HAS
BEEN THUR ORDIANCE MEETING AND THE MAYOR SAID NO IT
IS NOT REALLY A ORDIANCE IT WOULD PROABLY FIT MORE .
INTO ALL COMMITTEE MEETING. SHOULD PROABLY DO THAT
THERE THEN IN COUNCIL MEETNG. (96 -06 PUT ON AGENDA FOR
NEXT MEETING.)
MOTION TO TABLE AMENDING COUNCIL RULES FOR MORE
REVIEW WAS MADE BY JANE RAMEY AND SECONDED BY MATT
PETTIBONE, VOTE ALL YEAS. ,
AMEND ORIDANCE 2010-20 DAY AFTER THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY PAY, MRS. RAMEY SAID WOULD LIKE MOST PLACE
ONLY GIVE SIX OR SEVEN NOT NINE HOLIDAYS SUCH AS OURS.
RICK SOWERS BROUGHT UP THE THERE IS ELEVEN HOLIDAYS
AND SO WERE PROPOSING NINE HOLIDAYS. MRS GWEN ASKED
IF WE COULD AFFORD TO PAY THE HOLIDAYS. RICK WANTED
TO KEEP THIS THE SAME EXCEPT FOR DAY AFTER
THANKGIVING, CHRISTMAS AND B-DAYS. PROPOSED FLOATING
HOLIDAY WOULD BE UP TO EMPLOYEE. WE SHOULD ONLY PAY
FOR 8 HOURS NOT 10 FOR HOLIDAY WAS BROUGHT UP BY MRS.
RAMEY. THE BIRTHDAY WAS IN THE ORDIANCE 2010-20 TO
AMEND 2009-01. SHOULD WE LOOK INTO HOLIDAYS PAY
BEFORE MAKING A MOTION.
MOTION MADE TO ACCEPT FIRST READING OF 2010-20 BY MATT
ETTIBONE AND SECONDED BY JILL ROESE MOTION RECENDED
OTHDID.
OTION TO TAKE BACK TO ORDIANCE AND MAKE THE
RANGES AND BRING BACK NEXT MEETING MADE BY JILL
OESE SECONDED BY ROGER HOPKINS VOTE ALL YEAS.
OMINION SUBDIVISION BULLETIN BOARD LEAVE TABLED TO
XT MEETING TILL.GET FURTHER INFORMATION.
WBUSINESS
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PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULED FOR ORDINANCE 2010-17 WAS
MENTIONED. MAYOR ASKED IF ANY ONE ON THE FLOOR HAD
ANY QUESTIONS, NOONE WAS THERE, MOVED ON TO THE NEXT
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
2011 COMMITTEES WERE SET UP, THE MAYOR ASKED IF THE
COUNCIL WANTED TO CHANGE OR IF ANYONE HAD ANY
QUESTIONS OR CHANGES. NOONE DID.
DISCUSSION ON TIME WARNER CABLE SERVICE PROVIDER FEE
THAT WAS VOTED DOWN TWO MEETINGS AGO WAS BROUGHT
UP BY A YOR WILSON. HE ASKED IF WE, COUNCIL WAS
COMPLETELy SATISFIED WITH nns VOTE, THE MAYOR ASKED
IF EVERYONE HAD THEIR PACKET FROM THE SOLICITOR TO
HELP UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE. THE MAYOR EXPLAINED SOME
OF THESE FEES. THE VILLAGE DOES HAVE THE RIGHT TO
CHARGE A SERVICE PROVIDER FEE. TIITS IS LIKE GIVING A WAY
TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS. SO IS COUNCIL STILL COMFORTABLE
WITH THIS DECISION? SERVICE PROVIDER BILL AT 7 CENTS PER
CUSTOMER IS WHAT THE PEOPLE WHO CHOSE TO HAVE TIME
WARNER WOULD BE CHARGED. AS TO WHAT THE VILLAGE
WILL LOSE, IT IS CLOSE TO TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS. WE ARE
NOT GETTING ANY MONEY FROM TIME WARNER AS OF THIS
YEAR. AFTER A DISCUSSION, THE VOTE STANDS AS IS.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS NEED TO BE SCHEDULED FOR STREET,
SAFETY, PARK AND ORDIANCE.
MAYOR SAID NEED TO MAKE A DATE TO HAVE THESE
MEETINGS, STREET MEETING COMMITTEE WITH RICK,ROGER,
BOB. ROGER PROPOSED MONDAY EVENING 1-24-11AT7 PM
AFTERNOON HAVE ABOUT SIX THINGS TO DISCUSS THE MAYOR
SAID. DISCUSSION ON TIMES AND DATES. SATURDAY ALL
COMMITTEE MEETING WAS GOOD FOR MOST PEOPLE SO
SATURDAY 29,2011 IS PROPOSED AT 9AM.
POLICE REPORT MAYOR ASKED KEN IF THERE WAS AN UPDATE
NO SINCE HE DID SO LAST WEEK.
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ORIDANCE 2011-02 INTRODUCED TO CHANGE THE OFFICE OF
THE CLERK TREASURER TO AN APPOINTED OFFICE OF CHIEF
FISCAL OFFICER.
MOTION MADE TO DISCUSS THE INTRODUCED ORDIANCE 201102 BY MATT PETTIBONE SECONDED BY RICK SOWERS VOTE ALL
YEAS.
MAYOR WILSON LET THE COUNCIL KNOW THAT THE SOICITOR
GAVE THE APPROVAL FOR THIS ORDINANCE. MATT PETTIBONE
ASKED IF THE SOLICITOR WAS ASKED TO ATTEND THE
MEETING, MAYOR SAYS NO. MR. PETTIBONE ALSO ASKED IF
THIS WILL TAKE CARE OF CREATING THE POSITION. MAYOR
GAVE THE COUNCIL MEMBERS COPIES OF DUTIES FOR THEM
TO REVIEW AND A COPY OF THE 2008-08 WHICH COULD REPEAL
OR AMEND FOR THE TITLE OF CHIEF FISCAL OFFICER. MAYOR
WILSON STATED WE HAVE TO PASS THIS TO BE ABLE TO
APPOINT TO FINANCE COMMITTEE AND THEN HAVE
ORDINANCE READY FOR NEXT COUNCIL MEETING WHICH IS
FEBRUARY 7rn.
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER WE CHANGED BANKS YET WAS
BROUGHT UP BY JANE RAMEY. MAYOR WILSON STATED NOT
YET DUE TO THE FACT WE WERE WAITING FOR THE FIRST OF
THE YEAR AND NOW WE HAVE NO CLERK. THAT WILL BE ONE
OF THE DUTIES TO HAVE DONE BY THE NEW CLERK AS SOON AS
ONE IS APPOINTED.
JILL ROESE SAID THERE SHOULD ALWAYS BE TWO
SIGNATURES ON THE CHECKS. THE MAYOR SAID THIS MAY BE
IMPOSSIBLE AT TIMES SINCE HE IS NOT FULL TIME. MR.
PETTIBONE ASKED WHAT CHECKS AND BALANCES THE
VILLAGE HAS ON THE ONE SIGNATURE POLICY. CHIEF MCCOY
STATED THIS CAME UP WITH ALL DEPEARMTNET HEADS
MEETING AND AS A PART OF THIS, EACH DEPARTMENT HEAD IS
TO CHECK OFF ON BILLS. PLUS KEEP LEDGERS AND THIS
SHOULD COINCIDE WITH THE CLERK RECORD. THEY WILL GO
OVER EACH MONTH TO MAKE SURE THEY BALANCE OUT. THE
QUESTION WAS ASKED WHY THIS WAS NEVER DONE BEFORE.
MAYOR WILSON SAID IT WAS BECAUSE NO ORDINANCE WAS
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WRITTEN TO DO SO. THERE WILL BE SOME CHANGES ON
REPORTS AND COUNCIL WILL BE ABLE TO REVIEW THEM.
MOTION TO ACCEPT THE FIRST READING ORDIANCE 2011-02
MADE BY JANE RAMEY SECONDED BY RICK SOWER VOTE ALL
YEAS.
MATT ASKED WHY TIIlS NEEDS TO BE AN EMEGENCY SINCE
THERE ARE STILL THINGS TO DISCUSS ON WAGES IN
COMMITTEE MEETING. WHAT HAPPENED IF THERE IS PROBLEM
IN DETAILS. THE MAYOR SAID THE REASON TO PASS THIS IS
BECAUSE THAT WE HAVE FIVE MEMBERS AND THIS IS THE
NECESSARY NUMBER WE NEED BEFORE WE CAN PROCEED.
MOTION TO DIMISS THREE READINGS ON ORIDANCE 2011-02
MADE BY JANE RAMEY AND SECONDED BY ROGER HOPKINS
VOTE ALL YEAHS.
COMMITTEE REPORTS TABLE TO NEXT MEETING.
MR GWINN ASKED WHO WAS THE LEAD ON THE FUEL THE
MAYOR SAID COUNCIL; HE ASKED IF SPEEDWAY WOULD SEND
US A SPREADSHEET OR PDF FILE. HE WANTED TO KNOW FOR
BPA REASONS. SECONDLY HE SAID ON THE TIME WARNER
THING HEWANTS TO KNOW WHY WE WOULD TURN THIS
DOWN. COULD WE INFORM THE PEOPLE ABOUT THIS MONEY
SOMEHOW BEFORE WE DECIDE. CAN WE GET ALL THE FACTS
OUT TO EVERYONE? HOW DO WE MAKE THAT MONEY UP?
MAYOR SAID ASK THE CONCIL.
MOTION TO PAY BILLS THERE WAS NO NEW BILLS BROUGHT TO
MEETING
MOTION TO ADJOURN
MOTION WAS MADE BY ROGER HOPKINS SECONDED BY JANE
RAMEY VOTE ALL YEAS.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:45 PM
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The South Bloomifeld Village council met in regular session at 7 pm. On February 7, 2011 in the
Municipal Building, present for the meeting were Mayor Rick Wilson, Council members, Jane Ram ~y,
Matt Pettibone, Robert Schroeder, Rick Sowers, Jill Rose, Income Tax Clerk, Kelly Estep, Water
Superintendent, Joe Allen, Street Engineer, Gary Shelton, Police Chief Ken McCoy, also residents Fem
Bozman, Patty Sowers.
The meeting began with the pledge of allegiance.
The minutes were read and corrected and will stand with corrections made.
The Fuel card was brought back to the table and ordinance 2011-05 was read for council.
Motion to accept ordinance 2011-05 was made by Matt Pettibone, with a second by Robert Schroede ,
vote all yeas.
2nd reading of ordinance 2010-17
Motion made to accept 2010-17 was made by Rick Sowers, with a second by Jane Ramey, vote all
yeas.
Motion to take solid waste price increase off the table was made by Matt Pettibone, with a second
Jane Ramey, vote all yeas.
Matt Pettibone mentioned he looked over the increase that Kate Roese had gave him and he read th
contract and all of this is standard as a pass thru, he also mentioned Ashville agreed and goes alon
with the contractual fee.
Motion to accept the pass thru increase from Swaco of a three dollar increase per ton was made by Matt
Pettibone, with a second by Rick Sowers, vote all yeas.
Amending council rules will be left on table till next council meeting.
2010 -20 to amend ordinance 2009-01 holiday pay was changed to 2011-01 and was discussed.
Motion to include three lfoating holidays was made to amend ordinance 2011-01 made by Matt
Pettibone, with a second by Jill Rose, vote all yeas. Motion carries to second reading.
Motion made by Rick Sowers to vote down 2009-01 and reintroduce as 2011-01 was made and
seconded by Matt Pettibone, vote all yeas.
Motion to pull Dominion subdivision bulletin board off the table was made by Jill Rose, with a secor li
by Jane Ramey, vote all yeas.
Mayor Wilson asked Mr. Shelton the size and dimensions and prices this bulletin board would cost, Mr.
Shelton let the council know and said withqu{. a post it would cost $687 with a post $983 plus ship] lilg
also he stated the need for repairs on the botl,rds\we already have.
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Motion o purchase one bulletin board for Dominion subdivision at the cost of $687 plus shipping was
made b Jane Ramey with no second the motion died.
an made a suggestion of maybe posting in their club house if it was accessible for all their

assistant utility employee resolution 2011-041 after review of said resolution the board made
the mo ·on.
Motion o pass 2011-01 was made by Jill Rose, with a second by Jane Ramey, vote Matt Pettibone, NO
Robert chroeder NO, Rick Sowers Yes Motion carries to second reading.
Chief fi cal officer appointment 2011-02 ordinance to hire Tara Sopher for the position. Mayor Wilson
stated t ·s was an appointed position and that he made the decision to appoint Tara Sopher as chief
fleer. Jill Rose asked if this was posted in the paper and Mayor Wilson state that it was not.
also asked about the hours this job entailed. Mayor Wilson state it would be four 10 hour
. Bozman spoke up and said to combine bothjobs would be impossible.
said she thought the process to hire was cut and dry. Mayor Wilson stated he did not write
ordinan e until January 25th and looked at the other applicants and it was not cut and dry and reminded
them th re is a 12 month probationary period.
accept 2011-02 was made by Rick Sowers, with a second by Matt Pettibone, Vote Jane
S, Robert Shroeder, NO Jill Rose, Yes. Motion carries to second reading.

doing

d asked if this should be done as an emergency reading, Mayor Wilson stated she is already
job and is not getting paid for it.
ey made a motion to dismiss the three reading clause on the 2011-02 and pass as an
y reading, this was seconded by Rick Sowers, vote Matt Pettibone NO, Jill Rose NO, Robert
rNO.
d will feel more comfortable after having a conversation with Tara Sopher.
t of town ordinance 2011-03 was brought up to pass allowing the ifseal officer to live out of

ade to pass ordinance 2011-03 was made by Matt Pettibone, with a second by Rick Sowers,

and Zoning has recommended to council that the zoning clerk position as stated in 1990-12
ay of the zoning clerk that is $3 00 be raised to $600 per year and remove the name there now
e of the person holding the position now.
amend 1990-12 to 2011-04 for the changes of pay and name of zoning clerk ordinance was
Matt Pettibone, with a second by Jane Ramey, vote all yeas.
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ayor Wilson said a job description of Chief Fiscal Ofifcer is to be put in as an appendix to the
ersonnel Policy along with the rest of each job here at the village and will be ready for review next
ouncil meeting. Mayor Wilson asked if there was any questions or concerns on this the board had

genda ordinance 2011-06 repealing 96-06
otion made to accept 2010-06 repealing 96-06 was made by Matt Pettibone, with a second by Jill
ose, vote all yeas.
hief McCoy gave a police report stating he only had one thing and it was for safety committee that e
ad sent emails to all persons on this committee showing fiance reports and will have more informat n
they need anything or have any questions to call him.
e Allen, water superintendent stated he spoke with our village solicitor on amending ordinances fo
e contract on Scioto Estates issue, Mayor Wilson said we need more information and we will brin
·s back to the next council meeting and after review with the Board of Public Affairs.
s. Boman asked when Time W amer stopped paying us because she is still getting charged the fee.
ayor Wilson explained to her that the attorneys have been notified and they should stop.
e asked when the next fiance committee he needed to discuss his budget. Mayor Wilson stated that a
ed for one was in order but not much can be done until April when al:ldit is complete.
e Allen's contract is up and will have to be renewed. Will have this ready for the next council
eeting.
ary Shelton gave street report said nothing new, but running low on salt has 15 tons left and 2 down
t e county set aside for us. Mrs. Ramey wanted to let the street depatrment know they were doing a
eat job.
ommittee reports were read from each of the following special fiance, ordinance committee, each re d
t the council was went on in the meeting. *A copy of their minutes will be attached to the minutes
( ane Ramey and Rick Sowers said they would give us a copy) As for park meeting Roger Hopkins is
hairman remind him for his notes.
e meeting for the next ifance committee will by 2-24-2011 at 6pm here at the Municipal
uilding .. **Make sure this is posted.
obert Schroeder mentioned none of the meeting were in the paper.
otion to pay bills was made by Robert Schroeder, with a second by Rick Sowers, vote all yeas.
otion to adjourn was made by Robert Schroeder, with a second by Jane Ramey, vote all yeas.
eeting adjourned at 9:45pm.
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Ordinance committee 1-29-2011 get copy of this report to attach Rick will type up and
email to me
Meeting for finance made for 2-24-2011 at 6 pm here at the municipal building. **make
sure this is posted
Bob s said none of the meetings were in the paper
(See if Roger Hopkins took notes for park committee)
Motion to pay bills was made by Robert Schroeder and seconded Rick Sowers by vote all yeas
******Matt wants to see checking balance. And still have original copies on standby
Motion to adjourn was made by Robert Schroeder seconded by Jane Ramey vote all yeas.

Robert Schrllcier, Council President

..
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The South Bloomfield Council met in regular session on February 22nd, 2011at7:00 pm
in the municipal building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Rick Wilson, Council
members Rick Sowers, Roger Hopkins, Jill Roese, Jane Ramey, Water Superintendent
Joe Allen, Police Captain Bryan Cline, Assistant Clerk Tara Sopher, BPA member Dan
Gwinn, Residents Jeanette Gwinn,
Mayor Wilson called the meeting to order. Minutes read, corrected, and approved.
3rd reading 2010-17 amending zoning ordinance 1996-07
Rick Sowers make the motion to pass 2010-17. Jill Roese seconds the motion. Vote
Roger Hopkins yes, Jane Ramey, yes. Motion carries.
Amend Council Rules was tabled last meeting.
Roger Hopkins asks if we got anything else done on that. Mayor ''Not that I know of',
Roger "we are waiting for recommendations"? Mayor, ''No". Roger: "weren't we
supposed to get something from the attorney on the language"? Mayor doesn't remember.
Roger "we had a list of what you had penciled in. Mayor "I don't remember". Roger "that
is why we left the table last time". Mayor" we will just leave it tabled again and I will
review the minutes and see if there is anything stated in there".
2nd reading of ordinance 2011-01 Amending ordinance 2009-01 for paid Holidays. Rick
Sowers makes a motion to pass 2011-01 on to the third reading.. Jill Roese seconds the
motion. Roger Hopkins asks about the birthday, is it in the original ordinance? No, it is
not. It was added later on in the 2010-20 that was intended to amend 2009-01. Council
struck that ordinance down and replaced it with ordinance 2011-01. Basically the section
8 part should not include birthdays. There was more discussion on this. It would be all
holidays that fall on a week day and then three floating holidays. The language needs to
be rewritten. Vote: Roger Hopkins "Yes", Jane Ramey, ''No", motion carries on to the 3rd
reading.
2nd reading of resolution 2011-04 utility helper's raise. Roger Hopkins makes a motion
to pass to the 3rd reading. Jane Ramey seconds the motion. Vote: Rick Sowers yes, Jill
Roese, yes, carries to the 3rd reading.
2nd reading of ordinance 2011-02 the appointment of the Chief Fiscal Officer. Rick
Sowers made a motion to pass onto the 3rd reading. Jane Ramey seconds the motion.
Vote: Rick Sowers "yes", Jill Roese "yes".
2nd reading of ordinance 2011-03 Chief Fiscal Officer living out of town. Rick Sowers
makes a motion to pass ordinance 2011-03 onto the 3rd reading. Roger Hopkins seconds
the motion. Vote Jill Roese, "yes", Jane Ramey, "yes". Motion carries
2nd reading of ordinance 2011-04 amending the zoning clerk's salary. Roger Hopkins
made the motion to pass the ordinance to the 3rd reading, Rick Sowers seconds the
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motion. Roger Hopkins asked if it was going from 300 to 600? Vote, Jane Rruney yes,
Jill Roese yes. Motion carries.
Next item on the agenda is the job description for the Chief Fiscal Officer. Mayor says
this is not ready. We can table until the next meeting. It is actually an addendum to the
personnel policy.
Rick Sowers moves to table until next meeting, Roger seconds. Vote: Jane Rruney, yes
Jill Roese, yes
2nd reading of ordinance 2011-06 "Agenda" to repeal 1990-06. Roger Hopkins makes the
motion to pass onto the 3rd reading. Rick Sowers seconds the motion. Roger Hopkins asks
if this is about Mayor taking over making the agenda's. Mayor says yes and asks if 10
days is enough time between meetings to get items on the agenda or should it be 6 days ?
Rick Sowers asked if that is calendar days or business days? Answer was calendar days.
Usually we know in plenty of time for it to be 10 days. This would be good to have that
far in advance. Vote Jill Roese yes, Jane Rruney, yes.
Roger Hopkins makes a motion for a 5 minute break. ·ruck Sowers seconds the motion,·.
Vote: Jill Roese yes, Jane Rruney, yes.
Jane Ramey makes the motion to reconvene; Roger Hopkins seconds the motion, Vote
Rick Sowers yes, Jill Roese, yes
New Business
FY 2011 Community Development Block Grant is a grant we received last year for a
walking path along Northup Ave. Mayor asks council for permission to apply for the
grant again. It is due by the end of February. Jane motions to agree to apply to the""",
Roger seconds. Jill Roese asks what the grant is used for? Mayor was contemplating the
storm drain on 2nd street. Last year was a pathway up Northup. Vote: Rick Sowers yes,
Jill Roese yes. Motion carries.
Canal View open space parcel. Mayor says he received a property tax bill for the open
space. Where will the payment, be pulled from? Mayor imagines Council will want to
forward to finance committee. How is that working Joe? It is ok but he had to put a belly
on it, it lays full of water all the time. Why did he do it that way? Joe doesn't know, he
wasn't involved in it. He didn't even know until someone called us to ask why someone
was digging in her back yard and went over there during the final stages. It is bound to
fail at some point. It is our property. Mayor for sees it extended. Joe says at the current
elevation it can't get into our tile. We are waiting for the engineer to get back to us with a
recommendation. We owe property tax on this. Where does this money come from? Out
of what account do we use for this? I believe it's like $1300. We did not allocate money
for this. Roger Hopkins made the motion to pass to finance, Rick Sowers seconds the
motion. Jill Roese asked if you satisfied with the tax value put on it? Mayor says no
because it floods but it is 13 acres. Roger thinks it sounds high. Can we have them
reevaluate it? We will send this to finance committee. They may recommend it. Vote:
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Jane Ramey yes, Jill Roese yes. Rick Sowers asks if the finance would have to send it
back to Council to have it re-evaluated? Yes Jane Ramey makes a motion to send them a
letter to reevaluate. Roger seconds the motion. Vote: Jane Ramey yes, Rick Sowers yes.
Motion carries.
Wastewater Superintendant contract. Mayor states not everyone on council was here in
2008 for the original contract. The previous contract said that after his passing the water
test, his pay increased to 43,000. It was increased up to 53000, this has been
recommended by the Finance committee and BPA. Insurance stays the same, he gets the
same as everyone else. Same with vacation/sick leave/travel 25 cents per mile is
scratched because the village leases his vehicle, PERS the same as everyone, resignation
is 30 day notice unless agreed by Mayor. His weekly hours are 36 to 44 per week. Joe
and Bob switch off weekends. Jill Roese asks how much do we lease his truck for? 400
per month. Jeanette Gwinn says the finance committee said we can get a new truck for
450. There was 400 allocated in the annual appropriations for a vehicle. We are leasing
Joe's instead of purchasing new. We don't pay gas or insurance for this. Jane Ramey says
if Joe would quit, we would not have one and then we would have paid all that money out
for nothing.
Is the current situation with the governor on collective bargaining affect us at all? No, we
are not Union. We use PERS. The village pays a percentage of this and the employee
makes a contribution also. It is handled by the state but it is not affected by the Union.
OPERS has a website if anyone wants to look into this further. If the employee wants to
they can take a larger percentage to their retirement, the village decides how much we
pay but there is a minimum standard.
Roger Hopkins makes the motion to give the Mayor permission to sign this contract.
Jill Roese asks is he allowed to keep accumulating leave time, do we have to pay all that
out if he leaves. There is a limit in the personnel policy.
Rick Sowers seconds the motion.
Is Joe comfortable with this? Yes. The solicitor originally wrote the contract. Joe only
asked to have the salary increased. Jill Roese says he has done a good job. Dan Gwinn
says the BPA also agrees. Jane Ramey asks if he gets anything on section 6? Dan says
nothing on mileage. If the BPA decides to stop the lease, the travel expenses would resort
back to section A.
Vote: Jane Ramey yes, Jill Roese yes. Motion carries to allow mayor to sign contract.
Next item: paperless meetings. Mayor explains this is concerning a technological
advancement that allows us to go paperless by using kindles or something similar for
council members to keep in their possession and help us to be green. Eliminating the use
of so much paper and the cost associated with printing. The costs are $13 9 each. Amazon
is offering free shipping. If you care to look for them on the internet, search kindle. You
can download 3,500 books onto this one thing. It has a 4gb hard drive. Mayor would like
Council to take a look at this product and see if they think this is a good idea. Jane Ramey
asks if anyone else uses these? Mayor does not know if other government agencies are.
He knows a lot of business and doctors are using them. Colleges are providing them to
students. Joe has read about some municipalities going to this also. This was a much
larger place and their savings was larger than our entire budget. Roger Hopkins says he
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has been on council for only a year and has too many papers to manage. Mayor says that
by law, you have to save things for 7 years. He says we could save roughly 800 a year
just in ink and paper. Roger says then they will pay for themselves quickly. Where would
the money come from? The Clerk's office supplies fund. How many do we need? Mayor
says 4 at least but it also depends on who would use them or not. Rick Sowers is
concerned that Council rejected spending $6-700 dollars for the message board back in
dominion. It makes me wonder if they will be willing to spend the money on this. Jane
Ramey likes to have a hard copy. What if I delete it to make room for more. You would
not need to. It holds way more than we would possibly every need to put on it. Mayor
understands her view. She has a computer at home but could throw it out anytime and not
care. It is all personal preference. Roger Hopkins asks if we should table this until next
meeting? Mayor says he needs a majority. They will look this up and discuss next
meeting. More discussion on this followed. Ken wants to order one. He may bring it in to
show us. Jane is willing to learn to use it. Jane will check into it. Mayor says that the
Dominion box was brought up and he thinks that Gary found one for around 200 with no
post. The mayor wants to purchase this. We need w 4x4x4 posts to mount it on. He will
research this farther.
Committee reports. There are none
Joe Allen asked ifhe could approach Council. Request permitted.
He stated the EPA was in last week, a resident called the EPA about brown water, we
tested the water, there was nothing detectable. Bridgette gave us a letter. It is stated in our
paper work that the lines are theirs to take care of. He has talked to them about getting
some hydrants to flush. There is a disagreement on who should flush. It may wind up
going to attorneys to determine who is responsible for what? Joe is at the mercy of the
maintenance on the lines by Scioto Estates. It caused a major issue last year. We do seem
to be covered under old contracts but we are trying to keep the residents happy but it is
hard when Scioto Estates is being unprofessional and stubborn. His hands are kind of
tied. EPA proposed that if they would replace the lines, we could take over control. T4ey
do not agree with this because of the cost. 25% of our customers live back there and they
deserve just as good of water as everyone else. 2nd item he stated is our insurance lapsed
due to non payment. Bob Thompson could not get a prescription filled. Joe put it on the
village credit card. If anyone has a problem with this, he stated he will put it on my own
credit card.
Jill Roese made a motion to pay bills. Roger Hopkins seconds the motion. Vote: Rick
Sowers yes, Jane Ramey yes, motion carries
Roger Hopkins made a motion to adjourn, Rick Sowers seconds the motion, Vote: Jill
Roese yes, Jane Ramey yes
Meeting adjourned at 8:30pm.

Clerk/ CFO "Taraopher:'
Approved on --~~v~\_q_~~\)__________
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met for a Council meeting on March 7,
2011 at 7pm, in the Municipal building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Rick Wilson,
Council president Robert Schroeder, Council members Jill Roese, Rick Sowers, Roger
Hopkins, and Jane Ramey, Chief Ken McCoy, Street worker Gary Shelton and Assistant
Clerk Tara Sopher. Residents Mr. and Mrs. Gwinn and Richard Carpenter
The meeting started with the pledge. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.
Amending council rules
The Mayor looked through minutes and didn't see anything. I guess just the printed
version you can add those in or not. Does anyone want to make a motion to discuss or
leave on the table? Roger makes a motion to take off the table, bob seconds. Vote: Jill
yes, Jane, yes, Rick yes. Some discussion on this. Should we add all these and send back
to the solicitor because nobody seems to have any real problems with additions. Roger
makes motion to include additions, and send to solicitor, bob seconds the motion. Vote:
Jane yes, Jill yes, Rick, yes
3rd reading of Ordinance 2011-01amending2009-01 paid holidays. Roger makes
a motion to pass, Jill seconds, Roger did we correct the birthday issue? Yes it was
corrected and is not in the ordinance. Vote bob yes, Jane no, roger, yes. Ordinance passes
3rd reading of Resolution 2011-04 raise for assistant utility employee. Roger
makes motion to pass 2011-04 Jane seconds, vote Bob no, Jill yes, Rick yes. Ordinance
passes
3rd reading of Ordinance 2011-02 Chief Fiscal Officer appointment. Roger makes
a motion to pass, Rick seconds, vote: Bob says the ordinance date needs changed in
section 1. Vote Jane yes, Bob yes, Jill yes. Ordinance passes
3rd reading of Ordinance 2011-03 living out of town Chief Fiscal Officer. Bob
makes motion to pass Ordinance 2011-03. Rick seconds, vote: Jane yes, Roger yes, Jill
yes. Ordinance passes
2011-04 Bob says that it was actually introduced as Resolution 2011-01 NEEDS
AMENDED
3rd reading Ordinance 2011-04 Zoning clerk salary amendment. Bob makes
motion to pass Ordinance 2011-04, Roger seconds, vote: Rick yes, Jill yes, Jane yes.
Ordinance passes
3rd reading Ordinance 2011-06 (agenda) repealing 2010-02 in its entirety. Bob
makes motion to pass, Jill seconds, vote: Rick yes, Roger yes, Jane yes. Ordinance passes
2nd reading Ordinance 2011-05 Fuel card contract. Roger makes motion to pass.
Rick seconds, Jane says if people are out on the highway and don't have their own money
to pay for gas, like Joe did for bob, they would use the card for their personal use. Are
there any guidelines for use of these cards? Jane is concerned that there could be abuse.
· Chief explains this was an exception to the rules. An emergency occurred and heart
medicine was purchased because the health insurance had lapsed due to non-payment.
We are not talking about fuel here. Jeanette Gwinn asked-Are the bills being paid? Of
course they are! Vote: Jill yes, Bob yes, Jane yes.
New business
At the time I sent out the agenda, there was no new business. Our temporary
appropriations need to be down to the auditor by April 1st. You all have a copy of our
appropriations. Mayor would like to pass this by emergency. He was not aware this was
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due until this afternoon. Roger says we need to use 2011-07. Bob makes motion to pass
Ordinance 2011-07, Jane seconds; Roger says will this be passed now? Bob says yes but
we have to pass the 1st reading now and then we can vote and pass, we will then suspend
the 2°d and third. Vote: Jill yes, Rick yes, Jane yes. Motion carries.
Bob makes motion to pass 2011-07 as emergency Jane seconds, vote: Rick yes, Jill yes,
Roger yes. Ordinance passes
Committee reports. The Mayor believes there was a finance meeting. Jane doesn't
have a copy of her minutes. Jane wants to know who gave permission to buy the kindles
which will be used for Council members replacing the use of paper copies. The Mayor
says he has the right to buy them, he did not need permission. He can get what he deems
necessary. Jane, so if you want to go out and buy a computer, you can. Yes. Jane doesn't
feel like these kindles are a necessity and would rather have hard copies. And why were
the taxes paid on that property in Canal view when we were supposed to call and have the
property reevaluated? It takes time to have it reevaluated.
Kelly would like to speak. She needs a correction on her vacation. She has not
been paid right. She wants to know if she can cash it out. We passed in 08 that permanent
part time employees get vacation and she has not gotten the correct amount since 2008.
She has 3 weeks owed to her. Bob makes motions to pay Kelly for these. 60 hours. Roger
seconds, vote Jane yes, Jill yes, Rick yes, motion carries. Kelly thanks council.
Street report Gary says we are just catching up on potholes and preparing for
spring. Roger says you did a good job this year, Gary. Gary says thank you.
Jane asks Ken. Someone called her about the crime in the village. Do you have a
report on crime? We have had some thefts over the weekend, traffic stops and ovi' s are
up. 2 thefts from vehicles and a criminal damaging are really our only open cases. They
are all in the park. Richard says the police are doing an outstanding and we are lucky to
have them. He feels secure and sleeps well at night and that me~s a whole lot. Jeanette
Gwinn asks, chief do you get out and patrol, 9ccasionally yes. We are also revamping our
policies and planning for the future. Chief states we are losing another officer. Officer
Kocheran will be going to Franklin County. One officer went to the hospital and we are
not sure if it was the narcotics he touched on a stop or if it was something else. We are
waiting for lab results to determine the cause. We have 2 full time officers and 2 part time
officers being paid thru a grant. This grant expires March 31st. We hope they extend it.
Dan Gwinn speaks about Senate bill 5, have we checked into it? If that passes, some of
the lower level government will not be able to pay all of the health insurance for
employees. Chief says Senate bill 5 is being rewritten as we speak. They are still
negotiating this in Ohio after what happened in Wisconsin. It has passed the senate sub
committee, not the senate. Richard Carpenter states he thinks it is all a matter of opinion.
He thinks this will eventually trickle down and affect everyone everywhere.
Roger makes motion to pay bills, Bob seconds vote: Jane yes, Jill yes, Rick yes.
Motion carries
Bob makes motion to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yes. Meeting adjourned
8:45pm.

Robert Sci£6eder/ Council President
Approved ~, \ C\_.A\
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The South Bloomfield Council met in regular session on March 22, 2011 at 7pm
in the Municipal Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council Members
Roger Hopkins, Rick Sowers, Matt Pettibone, Jill Roese, and Jane Ramey. Chief Fiscal
Officer Tara Sopher, and Utility Superintendent Joe Allen.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read,
corrected, and approved.
Old Business
Amend council rules is tabled waiting on solicitor to approve the final draft.
3rd reading 2011-05 Fleet Fuel Card Ordinance. Roger motions to pass 2011-05 Fleet
Fuel Card Ordinance. Rick seconds, Vote all yeas, Motion carries.

New Business
Ordinance 2011-08 Master meter reading. The lawyers for Scioto Esates are not pleased
with the new base rate. They want to oppose the ordinance. Section 3 in the old ordinance
stated that anything prior to this will be repealed in its entirety. Our solicitors would like
us to revisit this and make the proper corrections in wording in section 5. Also, in section
1, the terminology needs changed from any residential property with 15 or more
connections to all private properties with a master meter. We basically just had to fine
tune this ordinance so there are no questions on our intentions. Mayor asked solicitor to
look over section 3 to make sure this is legal. Roger wonders if it is. Discussion
continues. EPA says that we are responsible for the water quality because we bill them
individually, even though we lose control of the quality after it passes through the master
meter. EPA recommends we either take the lines over or they take over the billing and
operating. Roger makes a motion to pass Ordinance 2011-08 to amend, Jill seconds,
Roger asks if this should be passed as an emergency? Mayor would consider this. Roger
doesn't want to negate any chance of further discussion on this. Mayor says we can
always repeal it if we need to. Mayor has been waiting for action by Scioto Esates for 3
years now with no results. Now they are questioning the ordinance and we need to correct
it. We are concerned about how Scioto Estates will bill the residents. We may have no
control over that. Roger would like to wait until meetings are held with the owners before
we pass this. Jane is not sure about any of this and would like to abstain. Mayor advises
her against this for lack of proper reason. Vote Jane no, Jill yes, Matt yes, Motion carries.
Ordinance 2011-09 to repeal 2001-09 and 2009-08. Terminology in 2009-08 led
us to this point. This is the same thing we passed in 2009 but it is just the question of
,section 1. We have to change the fact that it didn't mention repealing the entire ordinance
and replacing it specifically. It said to repeal a section and replace it with x. Our attorney
says we have to list exactly what the old version says and then tell the new. If you repeal
an ordinance in entirety, then you don't have to do that. Roger motions to pass 2011-09,
Matt seconds. Matt says there are spelling issues in section 6 and section 4 needs to be
bold and tabbed over. Mayor will correct these issues. Vote Rick yes, Jill yes, Jane yes,
motion carries.
Committee reports
Finance committee minutes were read by Jane Ramey.
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Rick Sowers said a resident has a concern they brought to him. Tara should not sit in the
office by herself so early in the morning all alone. We should consider installing a door
with bullet proof glass and buzz the person in. More discussion on this. Rick makes a
motion to check into the cost of this kind of thing. Jane seconds. Matt suggests letting
Chief McCoy look into security options. Jane seconds. Vote all yeas. Motion carries.
Jane questions the bills, the Mayor explains them. Matt would like Tara to bring
with the bills, the revenue status and fund ledger to the meetings. He wants something to
check the amount we are paying against how much we have in each fund. he wants the
appropriation status also.
Roger motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, vote all yeas. motion carries.
Jane motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Meeting
adjourned at 8: 1Opm.

Robert Sc
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on April 4th, 2011at7pm in
the Municipal Building. Present were Mayor Wilson, Council President Robert
Schroeder, Council members Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, Roger Hopkins, Rick Sowers,
Fiscal Officer Tara Sopher, Street Superintendent Gary Shelton, Residents Dan &
Jeanette Gwinn.
The meeting started with the pledge. The minutes were read, corrected, and approved.
Old Business
Amending Council Rules. Mayor said we still haven't heart back from solicitor.
Ordinance 2011-08, to amend 2008-24 master meter ordinance. Roger makes a motion to
table until we get more info on this. Mayor says he had the meeting with the solicitor,
Scioto Estates attorney, himself and Mr. Allen. Jill asks if anything came of this? Mayor
says see me for that after the Council meeting. Our solicitor advises to table this for now.
Rick Sowers seconds to table. Vote all yeas motion carries
Ordinance 2011-09 Sewer rates. Rick Sowers motions to pass Ordinance 2011-09 onto
the third read, Jill seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
New Business
Flooding at 5048 W Main St. The Village installed a cistern in front of this residence
which catches the water from the north side of Main St, east of Union and west of
Walnut St, there is a pipe that comes down and empties into this catching all the rain
waters. It over fills and floods this property. They have asked us to pay for damages
incurred due to the flooding. Jill asks why was it built that way? It is just a standard
system. Gary says we have several in town like that. The engineers have finalized their
drawings and should be arriving at the county for the bidding process. Jill says they have
been very patient. Bob asks if our insurance will cover it? No because too high
deductible. Doesn't their homeowners insurance cover it? Also too high deductible. Bob
points out they are asking for $200 but the figures they gave us add up to $225. Jill
motions to pay for their damages, there was more discussion on this, Jill takes the motion
off the table. Item dies.
Next item. Dates for Village wide yard sale. It is May 6th and 7th. Friday and Saturday. It
will go out in the newsletter. Jonda Pettibone usually handles determining these dates.
Chief Fiscal Officer office security options. Chief McCoy and Captain Cline looked into
it and requested a couple quotes for a panic button. We will table this until they come out
with their report. Matt and Rick Sowers like the sound of a security door. Tara would like
glass in the door and a panic button. We are leaving this tabled until next meeting. Bob
motions to table, Roger seconds. Vote all yeas. Motion tabled.
Report from Street Superintendent. He would like suggestions on what needs done he
may not be aware of. Mowers are ready and we are working on mulching and crab grass
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prevention. Some street lights are out. We may want to look into LED lights for cost
savings. There may be grant money available for this. More discussion on this. Jeanette
asks who to complain to on barking dogs. We do have an ordinance against this, inform
police of continuous annoyances. Some discussion on auditors and financial issues.
Discussion on only one signer for our accounts.
Matt motions to have at least two signatures on checks and all village accounts should
have the Chief Fiscal Officer on the accounts. Jill seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Roger motions to pay bills, Bob seconds, vote:
all yeas.
,,
Bob motions to adjourn. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas. Meeting adjourned 8:25pm.
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Council members Matt Pettibone, Jill Roese, Jane Ramey, Roger Hopkins. Chief Ken
20_ _ __
Held McCoy, Chief Fi:iic~l Officer Tarn Sopher.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.
Update on cistern. Mayor Wilson checked it this afternoon after the rain and it was
overflowing into the area between the two households. She did call and inform us around
3:30pm. She checked the basement and water was not in the basement. This evening
Mayor Wilson checked again and the water was down and drained properly. Hopefully
this will continue to work. Is that our property? It is on the road. With that much rain in
that short ·period of time, it will probably overflow. We had 2 or 3 inches pretty quick
today. Mud Run is also overflowing worse than ever. We are sort oflimited in what we
can do. Mayor asks if the street lights she inquired about have been fixed. Jill said yes.
Old Business
Amending Council Rules
Bob motioned to bring Amending Council Rules off the table. Roger seconds. Jill yes,
Jane yes, Matt yes. Motion carries. Mayor handed out to council members the response
from the attorney and asked everyone to look it over. Jane said on number one should
read clearer not cleaner. Mayor asked what Council would like to do. Bob suggested
sending to ordinance committee to see how they want to work this info in. Jill asked if
this would move it along faster? Mayor said possibly. Bob made a motion to send council
rules to the ordinance committee, Matt seconded, vote: Jill yes, Jane yes, Roger yes.
Motion Carries.
Ordinance 2011-08 Master Meter is tabled. Mayor said our solicitor is very close to
getting this finalized. We should leave tabled until it is complete. Bob pointed out the
agenda is marked wrong stating that Ordinance 2008-24 is tabled. It should read
Ordinance 2011-08.
3rd reading of 2011-09 an ordinance to repeal ordinances 2001-09 and 2009-08. Roger
made a motion to pass ordinance 2011-09. Jane seconded. Bob questions the wording in
section five. Bob motioned to make a correction (add "water" in front of metering
device. ) , Roger seconded. Vote Jane yes, Jill yes, Matt yes. Motion carries. Also there is
an extra "section three" in there that needs to be taken out. Matt points out there is no
section four. The numbering needs changed. Also change Clerk/Treasurer to Chief Fiscal
officer. Sponsor line (who introduced it), can never be the solicitor. Roger rescinds
motion Jane rescinds her second. Bob motions to table 2011-09 until corrections made,
Matt seconds. Jill yes, Jane yes, Roger yes.

Security in office. Chief states we are still waiting for quotes to come in. We will have to
go out and find a door. There will be a problem with the weak frame. Matt asks who and
when did you ask for the requests? Brinks and another home security monitoring
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company. We have sent in 2nd and 3rd requests for quotes but have not heard back. Jane
suggested to call them everyday. Bob suggested to look for someone else. Matt asked if
they looked for a door? No we haven't had a chance. We are going to have a huge
problem with the frame. It is all soft brick and is not secure. It will be a tough fit. Matt
asked when someone else can look into that. Chief says he is too busy with home work
but can send Gary down to look for a door. He will continue to look into options and
other quotes. Matt feels there is no progress being made here. We need to assign someone
to get this done. Roger thought panic button was our decided option. Chief says yes but it
will be at a cost and asked if we want more than one button? Matt asked if the buttons
can be on necklaces. Chief said there are a lot of false set offs with those. Matt just wants
a solution and the Chief should have had a solution by now. Should we assign someone
else? Chief says there will be a contract on the table and we will need to bring a rep down
here and present it for council. Chief said we should really need 3 buttons. Matt said
assign someone if you don't have time. Chief said he will do it himself and he will bring
back the options but don't bother if you don't have the money to budget. It could be
expensive. He is not sure what the cost will be. He will either have a rep in here and/or
multiple solutions in front of you next meeting. Bob suggested Alarmco. They advertise
in this area all the time. Jane suggested Guardian. Roger suggested ADT. Jill suggested
Vector. This would be a contract, so it would need a vote. Jane wants a special meeting.
Chief said you will never get it all done in one meeting. There are several aspects to this
process. Matt said Chief can provide the options part of it and we will handle the rest.
More discussion on this. Matt motioned to table Bob seconded. Vote: Jill yes, Roger yes,
Jane yes. Motion carries. Item tabled.
New business
Ordinance 2011-10 pay raise for Mayor's position. Matt asked who introduced this?
Mayor says Roger. Roger said he thinks it is getting close to election time and last time it
was shot down because of no pay raise allowed mid term. He feels this should be brought
up again. He feels the village is growing and needs a full time Mayor. Matt asked are you
introducing this ordinance as it is written, because it is specific. Roger said yes, this one
as it is written here. Jane said there is no mention of full time hours here. Bob said he
doesn't think you can put them in the same ordinance. The Mayor said you can not
determine an elected position as a FT or PT. You can determine the responsibilities but
not time requirements. There are certain duties and responsibilities to be done by the
Mayor no matter how much time it takes. Jane asked if this has to be an ordinance. Yes,
here is the proposed ordinance 2011-10. There was discussion on the wording. Matt
asked Roger if the intent here is a pay increase from $8600 to $25000 annual salary, paid
weekly. Roger said yes. Matt asked if this has been shown to the solicitor? Mayor said
no, it has not. Matt said the solicitor has requested to see all ordinances. Jill says yes but
only prior to their passage, not before readings. Mayor says it is a waste to send anything
to the solicitor before it even goes to the 1st reading. Jill was not here last time we
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seconded. Jill asked is there money for this and are we ready to answer questions about
this? Do we have enough information to determine this? Jane said we can set it up on
next year's appropriations. Roger said it would be better if we had a full time person.
Mayor says that Jill shouldn't question the reasoning behind other Council members'
votes. Jill said how do we explain our vote? Mayor says that is up to each individual
council person. Jill has no reasons she thinks the mayor should be full time. She is just
trying to find reasons for this one way or the other. She does not mean to question other
votes. Jane says we have to keep up with the times. Jill has no opinion either way at this
time. No offense to the current Mayor but she needs more information to make a
decision. Mayor said he learned a long time ago, he does not take offense to anything said
in here. Roger says this is not directed at Mayor Wilson, it is directed at whoever the
Mayor will be next term. Mayor said everyone take note of what Jill is saying. Mayor
remembers a few times that he would say no on council and people would question him. I
can vote the way I feel to vote. Jill just wants more info to make this decision. Bob said
President of Council signing line should be eliminated from all ordinances and Kate's
name is still on these too. The Council President only signs the minutes. Matt said we
should make the ordinance committee aware as to the proper form for writing ordinances.
Also section 2 needs a change from "a pay of 25000" to "annual salary of 25000". Vote:
Bob No, Jill no, Matt no. Ordinance dies.
Committee reports
Jane reads the minutes from the Finance committee. Matt asked about the interest/
principal. Do we have to have an ordinance? What do we need to allow our CFO to move
the money? Mayor Wilson stated as long as it is inter fund you can do it without anything
written up. Tara will let Council know what the split is after we do it. Jane said there was
a recommendation from the finance committee and Council needs to vote on removing
credit card machines. We regret taking away the convenience for the residents but it is an
auditing nightmare. Jane motioned to remove the credit card machines due to audit issues
and give customers sufficient notice. When they call to charge this month, we will give
them notice. 30 days is enough notice. Removal by June 1st. Matt seconded, Vote: Roger
yes, Bob yes, Jill yes. Motion carries.
Jane motioned to change the appropriation status to add $15,400 from 2009 carryover to
cover the 2006/07 audit. Council needs to be careful on this. We have to decide how to
do this. We only appropriated our incoming revenue. We have not appropriated any
carryover. Tara will work up the new certificate to go down to the county and present to
council for approval before we send it down to the county. Jane rescinds her motion.
Jane motioned for Tara to help with the present audit to save money on the audit. Matt
said we should make sure to start appropriating for mandatory audits every 2 years. Bob
seconds. Vote: Roger yes, Jill yes, Matt yes. Motion Carries
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again after her salary is active.
Bob asked what is the status on our unmarked car? Chief said we have no money to put
towards this. Jane asked why did we buy that car if we can't afford it? Chief said we
thought we could back then. We are waiting for the new certificate and when it comes in,
I will be in here looking for what I need including pay raises etc. Matt says well done to
Chief on managing his budget.
Bob said the last meeting the Mayor said that the solicitor had not responded to a request
but the solicitor stated he didn't even' get the request until the day after that Council
meeting. Mayor thought that had been in there in correspondence he had sent to solicitor
but upon further review, he realized it was an oversight on his part.
Bob motioned to pay bills, Jane seconds. Vote: Matt yes Jill yes, Roger yes. Motion
carries.
Jane motioned to adjourn, Bob seconds. Vote all yeas. Motion carries.
Meeting adjourned 9:00 pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on May 2nd, 2011 at 7pm in
the municipal building. Present at the meeting were Council President Robert Schroeder,
Council members Roger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, and Rick
Sowers, Police Chief Ken McCoy, Street Superintendent Gary Shelton, Utility
Superintendent Joe Allen, CFO Tara Sopher, and residents Dan and Jeanette Gwinn.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected and
approved.
Old Business
Council Rules was tabled. Bob asked if anybody had anything new on this? Nobody did.
Then the item will then stay tabled.
Ordinance 2011-08 was tabled. Bob asked if anybody had anything on that? Nobody did.
This item will stay tabled.
3rd reading of Ordinance 2011-09 was tabled. Bob said that he thinks the Mayor said the
solicitor is redoing this but Bob believes it doesn't have to be redone, just retyped. This
was to repeal Ordinance 2008-09. Bob says as far as I know it still hasn't been retyped,
we will leave that one tabled.
Security for the front office.
Chief McCoy said you have 2 options. One from ADT, one from Vector. ADT start up
price is $600.00 plus a 30 monthly monitoring fee. Mr. Cotton from Vector came down,
very nice man, said he can set theirs up for $75. We rent the system which is included in
the $30 a month monitoring fee. Both contracts are 36 months. You guys need to pick
which one and vote to have someone sign it. These are both for 2 push panic buttons and
the keypad for the front office. The code would be kept between only high level staff.
Chief McCoy recommends just the two panic buttons. We don't need the other stuff. As
for a new door, the doorway is too unstable to install a door unless we go 2 or 3 feet each
way and it will need concrete and steel beams. Roger asked how long it will take to
install the security system. Chief McCoy said within the month. Roger thanked Chief
McCoy. Dan asked what the instructions are to push the button. Chief McCoy said any
type of threat. The call goes to the security company; they call here, if no answer they
call the county. We can list other numbers to be called such as myself of Rick or
whoever. It is like a call chain they are calling the county at the same time. Whichever
one you call, we will get the contract sent down here so we can get it signed. Roger made
a motion to choose Vector, Matt seconds, Vote: Rick yes, Jill yes, Jane yes, Bob yes,
motion passes. Roger and Matt thank Chief McCoy. The Chief said we will contact
Vector tomorrow. He thinks Council should vote to have someone able to sign the
contract when it gets here. Matt said we need to see the contract first. Jane asked how
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for both. Roger said get us the c<mtract. Chief McCoy said ok. Jane asked ifthe monthly
ta~dVill change within the 3 years. He said no it is locked in for three years.
20_ _ __
New business
Dale Hoover underpaid for inspection fees. Tara explained that the Mayor questioned
how Dale was getting paid and that she went back through the ordinances and found out
that Dale should get paid not only a flat rate of $200 a month, but also 25% per permit fee
on each structure he inspects. Tara and Vicki calculated that just in 2010 alone, he may
have been shorted several thousand dollars. Matt wants to Tara figure out more accurate
numbers. There is some discussion on this. Roger makes a motion to table upon further
research, Rick seconds. Vote: Jane yes, Jill yes, Matt yes, Bob yes. Motion carries.
Matt made a motion to send these ordinances to the solicitor to get clarification on them
and ask if 2006 cancels out all the others. Roger seconds, Vote: Rick yes, Jill yes, Jane
yes, Bob yes. Motion Carries. Matt wants Tara to copy council on the email sent to the
solicitor.
Chief McCoy would like reconsideration on the removal of the credit card machines for
Mayor's Court. He understands the auditing issue. The credit card machine used for the
fines is only for the fines and goes directly into the Mayor's Court account. It is much
easier for auditing. He says that it is a major inconvenience since most people are from
out of town or even out of state. Matt made a motion to allow card machine for mayor's
court only, Jane seconds, Vote: Rick yes, Jill yes, Roger yes, Bob yes, Motion carries.
Cash rent field. David Hedges won the bid and would like to pay half now half later.
Council thinks it should be paid all up front. Matt motions to make the cash rent on the
field paid up front in entirety, Bob seconds, Roger yes, Jane yes, Jill yes, Rick yes.
Motion carries. The contract states that it should be paid upfront.
New Appropriation Status. Council looks over the paperwork and there is discussion on
it. Jane motions to pass the resolution for the new appropriation status to be sent down to
county auditor, Matt doesn't understand the amount in the appropriation column. There is
discussion on this. Matt seconds, Vote: Rick yes, Jill yes, Roger yes, Bob yes. Motion
carries.
Development plan for CEDA. Jane asked if we are we actually in this. Chief McCoy
McCoy said yes, Junior Roese signed this initially and council should speak to Mayor
Wilson about this because he is up on it and has been to all the meetings. Roger motions
to table, Bob seconds, Vote: Jill yes, Matt yes, Rick yes, Jane yes. Motion Carries.
Committee Reports
Gary said he is preparing to get quotes for street paving. We have volunteers coming in to
plant flowers on May 1i 11 , what does Council want to do on flowers? Gary just wants to
know how much to spend on flowers. Bob asks if we know how much we spent last year.
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Chief McCoy says it was several hundred dollars. Gary says it takes more flowers that it

bring price quotes to next meeting. Bob asks how many flags do we need. Gary says 4550. Gary thinks the heat should be left on in the winter over at the park so that the pipes
don't freeze, he already has 12 man hours in fixing the pipes this year. Roger thinks we
should okay $500 for flowers, $300 for flags. Jane spoke to the auditor and he told her
everything is looking good and everything will be ok. Roger motions to use $800 for
flowers and flags from where it came out last year. Matt wants Tara to find the
appropriate place to take it out. Matt seconds, Vote all yeas. Motion carries.
Joe said concerning the master meter on Scioto estates, he met with the lawyers and
Scioto estates and then met with Gary Northup. They went over the maps. One place
shows 3 inch line when_ they are actually 2 inch lines. The maps are not perfect. We are
moving forward on this issue and we will continue on the right path. We opened up our
iron filters last week; we saw uncommon readings on iron and magnesium. Joe is
working on a solution to this. He sent out samples and is working with the EPA to come
up with the proper resolution. Hopefully, within a couple of weeks. BPA member Shawn
Costlow tried to contact our solicitor but Joe doesn't know ifhe heard back. Joe said that
there was a benefit for Brenda Posey and there was around $3000 raised to go toward the
park for something, they are thinking of a new stage to replace the current hay wagon
used for the stage.
Chief McCoy McCoy said we are falling behind on our bill for our IT company Info link
Technologies. Chief McCoy McCoy wants to know which account this bill should come
out of. He thinks this should be coming out of the general fund not just out of police. Our
computers do not have any anti virus protection. InfoLink has been coming down to fix
this because we are getting attacked by viruses. InfoLink advises to put some kind of
antivirus on the server and push it out to all the computers and even into the cars. Chief
McCoy McCoy would like a safety meeting scheduled. He would prefer a weekend day.
There is discussion on this. Roger says that weekends are not good for him. Chief McCoy
McCoy wants to cover cops and kids day, discuss moving over $5000 dollars into one
account. Schedules are conflicting. Matt suggests having Mayor add to agenda for an
upcoming council.meeting. Chief McCoy McCoy not sure ifhe can make it to the
meetings due to his teaching and school schedules. He will put it down on paper form and
send it to the Council members. Matt asks if Fri and Sat is covered for Yard Sale days
this weekend. Chief McCoy McCoy says we are always covered on the weekends.
Usually the problems are just people parking in the yard and there fore the streets are not
as wide. Bob asks how much we are behind on Info Link. 3 months. Matt asks if Chief
McCoy McCoy can recommend a split for the InfoLink bill. He says he will start working
on that. Chief McCoy explains the courses he is taking on leadership and what it entails.
He explains that Brian Cline is a big help and allows him to have time to go to these
classes. Jane asked ifthe Village is paying for his class. Chief McCoy says the Village is
paying $1000. He got a grant for the other $2000. He has $3000 appropriated for
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should have a list of all the computers.
Bob motions to pay bills, Roger seconds, Vote: Rick yes, Matt yes, Jill yes, Jane yes,
Bob motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, Vote: all yeas motion carries. Meeting adjourned
at 9:25 pm.
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The South Bloomfield Council met in regular session on May 17, 2011 at 7pm in the
Municipal Building. Present were Mayor Wilson, Council President Robert Schroeder,
Council members Rick Sowers, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, Police Chief Ken McCoy,
CFO Tara Sopher, Residents Dan and Janette Gwinn, Visitors Kendra Converse, and
Vector representative Mr. Cotton.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.
Amending Council Rules
This is tabled. Mayor asks if the ordinance committee forget to meet and review these
and send recommendations back to council. Rick says yes, I did. Mayor left on table.
2011-08 Tabled. Robert Schroeder motions to take 2011-08 Ordinance to repeal
Ordinance 2008-09 and set billing standards for master meters off the table, Matt
seconds, Rick yes, Jill yes. Mayor says this is the revision from the Village solicitor and
it is his recommendation it should be passed as read. It is to repeal 2008-09 and to set
rates on the master meter. Bob points out there are two section 2s. Mayor says that will
have to be revised. Bob motions to pass 2011-08 to repeal ordinance 2008-09, Rick
seconds, Vote: Matt yes, Jill yes, motion carries.
reading of Ordinance 2011-09 to repeal ordinances 2001-09 and 2009-08 and amend
the waste water rates. The Mayor states that this one also redone by the Village solicitor.
Did you question that last meeting Bob? I thought as far as I knew it only had to be
retyped. Bob motions to take off the table, Matt seconds, Vote; Rick yes, Jill yes. Bob
points out there are two section 9s. These ordinances also still state Clerk/treasurer and
should be changed to Fiscal Officer. Bob makes a motion to table 2011-09 until the
corrections are made on it. Matt asks if the corrections are just the section numbers, Bob
says and the Clerk changed to CFO. Rick seconds, vote: Matt yes, Jill yes. Item goes
back on the table.
3rd

Building inspector pay. Matt wants to know when we will know a dollar amount. Tara
says definitely by the next council meeting. Bob says this was never taken off the table.
Development plan for CEDA area, Mayor says the last sentence states that $105,000.00
was given to the group. It comes out to $25,000 a piece. P&Z did not recommend it but I
was asked to bring it to council by the CEDA group to see what council would like to do
with it. Then look at article 7 for land use from the CEDA agreement and the wording in
there does discuss any land use plan. Dan Gwinn says it should be higher. Rick says there
were other donations from other entities and that is where the other money went.
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and who is the company? Mayor says for land use plan and there were quotes sent in
from 5 different companies and he doesn't remember which one right now. It is for them
to create a land use plan. More discussion on this. Matt asks if the others have paid.
Mayor says they agreed to it but I told them that we are not in the financial position right
now. Matt said was the size of the entities brought up? Rick said no it was just a 4 way
split and that is possibly why one of the members mentioned one of them helping us.
Matt said we didn't budget for this for 2011. We should look at 2012. Rick asks if there is
a time table. Mayor says there is no requirement for a land use plan but anytime you
develop, it is wise to have a land use plan. It helps for developers to know what they
would be getting into. Mayor's opinion is $25000.00 is not justifiable right now. Rick
asks ifthe P&Z Board agrees. Mayor says our portion is from 752 to Weigand road, we
have flood plain and commercial, there's not too much differentials you could throw in
there. That was the P&Z Board's reasoning. Why spend that much money when it doesn't
seem necessary since we are so limited on our land use options. We are agreeable and it
would help Ashville and Harrison TWP to have one. Mayors only advice to Council is to
contact the County Commissioners or Franklin Christman and get their opinions to help
make your decisions. Dan says we don't know how much they would help us with.
Mayor says correct, even if we wait until next year, not sure where we pull the money
from. That would be Council or Finance decision. Any more questions I can answer?
Maybe even ask P&Z members. Jill says evidently P&Z thinks it may not help us. Mayor
says it will help us and MORPC has already done a land use plan but it is just a cost
factor that the P&Z Board couldn't justify spending the money on this right now. Bob
motions to table until we have more time to study it. Rick seconds. Matt says what do we
tell Ashville, TWP, until then? Mayor says that it is under consideration and I did tell
them that at this time we are a little cash strapped. Matt asks are we holding up the show.
Mayor says no and that they were even going to ask another company that failed the
RFQ, since we have taken a lot of items out of the over all plan, if they could do it any
cheaper. I don't think they are under the impression that we are not interested or just
stalling. I made it clear that our budget is tight and they understand. Another meeting is
not scheduled yet Bob says there may not even be another one until next year, you never
know. Mayor says yes. If there is a meeting before then, my response will be that we are
doing the best to allocate the money. It is an excellent thing to have; I think Commercial
Point spent $70-80,000 dollars last year. If you plan any growth at all, it is a must have
because if a company comes in and wants to build here, and you have no argument for
them to build the way you want them to, that is not good. Bob says everyone has them.
Dan asks we will have to do this again down the road? Rick says yes if our anticipated
developing went beyond the CEDA territory. He says yes but it would be much smaller
territory and smaller cost. Rick says it is a must have if want any controlled growth like
we would want to have it look, and locations of specific type of businesses. Dan asks if
there are grants for this. Rick is not aware of any. There were 6 to 8 letters each that went
out to large corporations for donations since they are involved in the area and the $5700
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Matt yes, Jill yes. Motion carries. Item tabled.
Resolution for the-amended certificate. There was no 2nd and 3rd reading. Tara shouldn't
have sent it down but since there is a correction to be made, we will make the corrections
and bring it back to Council. We have to adjust the sewer operation vs debt. We will be
able to pass it. We will leave that on the agenda until the last meeting and Tara will have
us a new resolution. Bob makes a motion to table the resolution. Jill seconds. Vote: Rick
yes, Matt yes. Motion Carries.
New business
Vector security contract. Mr. Cotton states he gave us a partially filled out contract. Tara
has it in her office. Chief goes to get it. Dan asks does that $30 dollars a month include
the 2 buttons and the pad. Mr. Cotton says yes and the warranty on it. Chief brings back
the folder but contract not in it. Mr. Cotton says he gave it to Bryan, Bryan said it should
be in the folder, it is not there. Mr. Cotton has a blank one. Matt asks to see it. Rick asks
if it says that they can raise rates after one year, Mr. Cotton says that all contracts say that
but we don't do it. Dan asks about the basics and options of the system. Mr. Cotton
explains. Bryan brings in the contract. Rick motions to allow Mayor to sign contract for
Vector, Matt seconds, vote: Jill yes, Bob yes. Motion carries.
Committee reports.
Jane is our Finance Committee chairperson and is not in attendance. Not sure why. Matt
asks if anyone has called to check on her. Chief says he saw her heading southbound
earlier. Chief tries to call her, Jane seems to be ok. Matt explains that they did schedule 3
additional finance meetings, May 28th 8am, June 4th 8am, and June 18th, 8am. Those are
going to be to get our 2012 temporary budgets prepared. Bob says that's good. Mayor
says the 4th he will not be there. It's his son's birthday at Kings Island. Rick says ride the
diamond back. Chief says Jane said she went dinner and didn't feel good so she went on
home.
Chief wants to discuss that there was a raise in minimum wage for 2011 from $7.30 to
$7.40 and we need to pay them from this. Tara can't issue a check until it goes through
Council. We overlooked it and we.will have to start watching it every year. Mayor says
there is a limited amount of states that have their own minimum wage, Ohio is one. Bob
says we have to change the resolutions first. Chief says next resolution we should just put
in there to adopt the minimum wage without naming an actual amount. Mayor says the
federal is going to go up again soon to $745. Bob says ok but for right now, we have to
change the resolution first. Chief says I think it is sad that we still pay the police
minimum wage. Dan agrees. Matt asks the Chief if he can get the ordinance number and
send it to Rick Sowers. Yes he will. Next the Chief checked out the bill for Infolink.
Infolink says they do have antivirus to put on our computers, even the cars. It is an
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IT company through the server. They will know as it happens. There is an additional
$31.50 for 14 computers which we currently have. The state machine has its own
antivirus. There are Tara, Kelly, Joe and the rest are PD's. Matt asks what line number 3
is for, the 18 a month? Chief will find out. If you break it down, it is the same as if you
go out and buy something, it averages out, and the benefit is that if we are attacked it is
reported to Infolink. Chief says it is almost impossible to break down the bill. Matt asks
what are the 14 computers, you split it up that way. Matt says it is not a police server. It is
the server. Chief says split up the cost of server? Chief would love to make a new line
item for technology issues. Next item he has is the speeding crackdown on 316. Chief
says we received multiple complaints about our speed enforcement area set up. We were
there 3 hours and there were over 30 citations and many warnings. Most were all from
our area. These people know the limit, we have walkers, bikers, children, and 3 weeks
ago there was a young lady hit on 316, it is a problem area. There was another question of
why we were on private property; we were lasering them from our lift station property.
The owner of the property where our chase cars were positioned approved our using it.
The residents have to understand that we. are to protect the Village. I would rather have a
complaint on why we were out there than why we weren't out there when children get
hit. They have also done it on 316 West. The first 3 houses in Maronda have small
children and we just want to protect them. State requires that there is an officer in full
uniform, and a marked vehicle, we used bikes which qualify. A lady was warned at
Wendy's that we were there and she still sped and said she didn't believe them and she
got a ticket. State of Ohio sets the ~peed. Any questions? Jill says go get em. Bob says
they always start at Wendy's and race down. We did this 3 man hours. 45 minutes. Matt
asks are you going to do this anywhere else. Yes, all over town. We are getting a lot of
walkers and skateboarders with the warmer weather. We will use the bicycles. Chief also
wants to bring up our phone company; the Mayor is negotiating to get us a lower price on
our phones right now.
Jeanette asked if Gary got flags or flowers. Yes, the middle school kids came over today
and got wet planting flowers and passing out emergency info to residents. Tara said the
amount he spent on the flowers was $216.00. Dan asks when the flags go up. Mayor says
Memorial Day through Labor Day he thinks. Rick thanks Kendra Converse who is a ih
grader. Mayor says yes I am very proud of all of them. This is the second year they have
done it and they plan on doing it every year here on out. The flowers have been planted.
The Webster family wants to plant flowers around the Webster memorial park sign
themselves. We did not do those.
Bob motions to pay bills, Matt seconds, Vote: all yeas. Motion carries.
Bob motions to adjourn, Matt seconds, Vote all yeas. Motion carries.
The meeting adjourned 8:35pm.
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The South Bloomfield Council met in regular session on June 6, 2011 at 7pm in the
Municipal Building. Present were Mayor Wilson, Council President Robert Schroeder,
Council members: Rick Sowers, Jill Roese, Bob Schroeder, Jane Ramey, Roger Hopkins;
Street Superintendent Gary Shelton, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Police Chief Ken
McCoy, and CFO Tara Sopher. Council member Matt Pettibone arrived late.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.
Old Business
Amending Council Rules. Mayor says this is tabled. Roger makes a motion to take
Amending Council Rules off the table, Bob seconds. Vote all yeas. This is open for
discussion. Rick says this was referred to the ordinance committee to bring their
recommendations back to Council. Rick said they reviewed the email from the solicitor
dated April 13 in which he noted 7 suggestions and or highlights. We went down these
one by one and there was a motion made by Matt to recommend to Council that the
Amending Council Rules be allowed to stand as written seconded by Roger, vote Rick
yes. The only thing is that the 3rd note that Mr. Rishel made was that he wants to follow
up on the Municipal Records Commission and this is required by law. The Municipal
Records Commission is charged with protecting the official records for the village and
consists of the Mayor, CFO, our solicitor and a resident appointed by the Mayor. We also
want to note number 6, and we should stay consistent with rule 22 of Council rules. It has
to do with specifying certain votes and actions must be % to a majority of the elected
members. Not just members present. Bob said if it says elected, Roger and Jill were
appointed. Roger says yes, but rule 22 seems to follow the Ohio Revised Code. Mayor
says it states 5 out of 6 Council members. Roger said that things can't be passed without
the majority of the elected members. Rick said yes but to pass as an emergency, you have
to have 5 out of 6. There is more discussion on this. Rick says it takes four yea votes to
pass it which could include the Mayor's tiebreaker vote. Ordinance committee
recommends allowing and accepting the revision from the solicitor dated February 11,
2010. We recommend it stands. Rick motions to pass Amending Council Rules revised
February 11, 2010, Jill seconds, Vote: All yeas. Motion carries.
2011-08 Ordinance to repeal Ordinance 2008-09 and to set billing standards for master
meters 2°d reading. Bob motions to pass 2011-08 Ordinance to repeal Ordinance 2008-09
and to set billing standards for master meters onto the 3rd reading. Rick seconds, Vote all
yeas. Motion carries
3rd read 2011-09 that was tabled last meeting. Mayor asks if anyone did this? Did the
ordinance committee do it? Rick says no. Mayor says the solicitor wrote it, should we
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table, Jane seconds. Vote all yeas. Matt says we have kicked this around a couple times
and it just needs revised. Mait asks if Tara can do it, yes she will. Tara asks who is
supposed to do these. Mayor says that it depends on who brings it to Council. Should we
send back to the solicitor? No it is just a couple of letters. Matt motions to table until next
meeting. Roger seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries, item tabled.
Building Inspector pay. Matt motions to take off the table, Bob seconds; vote all yeas.
Tara doesn't have these figures ready. There.is discussion on this. Tara needs to find out
the breakdown. Roger motions to tabk.;"Jane seconds. Vote all yeas, item tabled.
Resolution for the amended certificate. Tara will bring it back to Council next meeting.
Matt asks ifthere was an agenda. No, the Mayor's computer is busted. Jane asks ifhe can
use another one of the 14 computers. No they are in use~ Jill asks if it is being fixed,
Mayor says it is out for service.
New business
Committee reports
Finance committee chaitperson Jane Ramey read the minutes of the last 3 meetings. Matt
asked Jane to forward him a copy of the minutes. Matt asked if Joe and Gary got the
email. Joe said he will check. Gary got his. Tara will forward it to Joe.
Bob asks about the mowing. The dollar general lot is hig~. They did mow it last week but
it grows fast and you can't mow some of it, yes we are contacting these land owners for
mowmg.
There ~e some questions on bills. Tara explains. The mileage· for Kelly needs fixed, and
should not be written before she goes. Tara asks about the OWDA loans that are due and
the Public Works loan, Mayor asks Tara to make sure to take this to Finance Committee
and then they should have it done before the next council meeting.
Jane asked the Mayor if he established a Municipal Records Committee. The Mayor
should have done this already. The Mayor said he wasn't aware of this until recently and
he will appoint someone tomorrow. Jane said on the junk cars ordinance, Dale Hoover
should go around and inspect these and then the police should go and uphold the
ordinance. Mayor says no that is not their job description; you need to appoint someone
all
to go in~pect the v.illage. Jane asked so accordin~ to you th~l an~one can have
over th~ir yard until we pay someone to go clean 1t up. Mayor said that the ordmance says
if there is a complaint, Dale Hoover will check it out and then hand it over the Planning
and Zoning Board. Jane said ifthere is an ordinance, it should be upheld. Rick said read
the ordinance. Anyone who has complained, it has been taken care of. Jane said
complaining will cause arguments among neighbors. There is more discussion on this.
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Jane wants to start complaining about all the junked up places in the Village. She said
awe, we should just forget about that ordinance because we are not upholding it. Mayor
says then you should recommend that the ordinance should be stricken from the record.
Jane says maybe I will. Nothing ever gets done about any of these junky places. Mayor
says the only complaint we had, has been taken care of. Jane said no it hasn't; there are
still lots of cars there and things.
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The South Bloomfield Council met in regular session on June 21, 2011. Present at the
meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council President Bob Schroeder, Council members Rick
Sowers, Roger Hopkins, Matt Pettibone, Jill Roese, and Jane Ramey, Utility
Superintendent Joe Allen, Captain Bryan Cline, residents Michelle Townsend and
Richard Carpenter.
Old Business
Ordinance 2011-08 Ordinance to repeal 2008-09 and set billing for master meters was
tabled. Bob said it wasn't tabled; it was on the 3rd reading. Bob motions to pass
Ordinance 2011-08 Ordinance to repeal 2008-09 and set billing for master meters, Matt
seconds, and vote: all yeas motion carries.
read 2011-09 Ordinance to repeal Ordinances 2001-09 and 2009-08 and amend the
waste water rates was tabled. Roger motioned to pull off the table. Jane seconds. Vote all
yeas. Motion carries. Rick Sowers says that there were 2 section 9s and now there are two
section 1Os. Motion to table by
3rd

Building inspector's pay is tabled. Roger motioned to take off the table. Rick Sowers
seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Tara explains the paperwork. Jane motions to pay
Dale for what he is owed in 2008-2010. Roger seconds. Matt asked if Dale has reviewed
this. No. Matt asked if Dale Hoover can look over this and sign off on it so that we have
a formal acknowledgement that we are in agreement. Yes, Tara will make this happen.
Jane says no we owe him the money, ifhe is not in agreement later, we can adjust it then.
Matt agrees with that, everyone agrees with that. Vote: all yeas, motion carries.
Resolution 2011-04 Amended Certificate for the 2011 appropriations. Mayor wants to
see a copy of that. Tara explains the changes that were made to the figures and what the
numbers are that are being sent down to the County Auditor. Jane motions to pass 201104 Amended Certificate for the 2011 appropriations, Roger seconds, and Bob asks why it
wasn't typed? Tara explains. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Bob motions to suspend 211 d
and 3rd read and pass as an emergency, Rick seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
New Business
Amending part time officers pay. Mayor says we will have to table since we do not have
the old Ordinance. Bob motions to table. Rick Sowers seconds: he asked Tara to find the
old Ordinance and send it to him so that he can put it to the Ordinance Committee. Jane
quotes the old minutes and is not sure if it is an Ordinance or a Resolution. Mayor Wilson
says he believes it was an ordinance establishing hiring part-time police, not sure. Vote:
all yeas, Item tabled.
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committee to pay our utility loan payments. There is discussion on this. Matt has some
questions about the actual figures. Tara will tun the numbers to make sure they are
accurate .before withdrawing. Roger makes a motion to pass Resolution 2011-03 to
withdraw funds to pay loans. Matt seconds. Jill agrees with Matt, we should know the
exact figures before we pull the money out. Jane reads her minutes from the finance
committee. Jill asks why we not have a total figure. Jane says that she has the amount in
the minutes. She reads part of her minutes. Vote all yeas motion carries. Bob motions to
suspend 211 d, 3rd readings, and pass 2011-0- to withdraw the funds to pay loans as
emergency. Matt seconds, Vote: all yeas, motion carries.
Committee reports
Finance Chairperson Jane Ramey reads the minutes of the last Finance meeting. She
states that this is for the 2012 appropriations; Mayor says no, for the budget, she says yes,
and we are going-to be short unless we raise the rates. Jane says that Mr. Pettibone has
the spreadsheet. Mayor says he will make the statement that his $525,000 is a low guess.
He doesn't see how we have increased the last 3 years and now we will fall back. Matt
says then what is it? Mayor says we will leave that for another time, this is not on the
agenda. Jane says we have lost residents, mayor says in 2009 during the housing crash,
Jane says when they built the sewer plant they were expecting growth and nothing has
materialized. Roger says it is not just the economy, people look at our sewer rates and it
scares them and we need to look at this long and hard to find other avenues. He thinks the
fees for businesses are too high. He says all of our utility rates are also high. Matt says on
the general fund base of $500,000, we have $655,000 for the general fund. Right now we
are $155,000 over our $500,000 that the Finance Committee agreed to appropriate for the
2012 general fund. Ifwe want to meet our $500,000, we have to cut $155,000. Matt
hopes Mayor Wilson is right about the $525,000 but our homework says $500,000.
Tara's system estimated $539,000. Matt would love it if someone will come with the
actual proof that $500,000 is not correct. He would love for us to be able to have mote.
Mayor asks why the number is so far off from last year. Matt explains. Matt says·we need
to agree on another Finance meeting or Special Council meeting, the Finance committee
would prefer a special Council meeting. What does Council wish to do? It has to be done.
Jane says we are short on money some due to the bills weren't paid up from the end of
last year, we had to pay in our 2011 appropriations. She says also we had to spend money
for the audit. Roger says it sounds like we spend thousands upon thousands for audits.
Jane says yes and it shouldn't take this long for the audit. Roger says he is available for a
special Council meeting next week, Jane will not be here until after July 1st. Roger
recommends having it next week, so that at least one out of him and Jane will be there.
Rick Sowers said it will be another marathon session. Mayor asks what we will be
working on. Rick Sowers says the budget for 2012. Matt explains that we are $155,000
over budget. Roger says so we have to cut $155,000? Matt says yes or find the money.
He thinks that yes, $500,000, is conservative. Mayor asks if the real estate tax increase is
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says that Kelly should make deposits everyday, not every two weeks. Jill asks are we
setting a date or not? There is discussion on this. Matt suggests June 28th Monday 6pm.
The May~r says that he heard someone on Council is looking to ban the police dept and
bring in Ashville police. How does Council feel about that? Roger says that Ashville
should take care of their own village. Mayor says that he feels this would be detrimental
to the Village. He thinks the police are doing an outstanding job and can't imagine the
Village without a police dept. Jane says the police dept takes up 60% of the revenue. The
Mayor says this is normal consumption from police departments. Police and streets are
the village's main priorities. Roger says that our police officers risked their life to arrest a
drug dealer and then he is right back out on the street. Mayor says that is the court system
and beyond our control. Bob asks if we are calling a Finance or Special Council meeting.
Matt says Finance. Roger thinks we should not use Speedway because they do not pay
taxes to us. Mayor says that we now have choices through our fuel fleet card and can get
gas anywhere in town exc·ept at Swifty's. There is more discussion on this. Roger
motions to pay bills, Jane seconds. Vote all yeas motion carries. Roger motions to
adjourn, Jane seconds, Vote all yeas, meeting adjourned at 8:40pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on July 5th, 2011 at 7pm in
the Municipal building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council members:
Rick Sowers, Matt Pettibone, Jill Roese, Robert Schroeder, and Jill Ramey, Chief Ken
McCoy, Street Superintendent Gary Shelton, and CFO Tara Sopher. Residents: Dan and
Jeanette Gwinn, and Maria Wilson.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected and
approved.
Old Business
3rd reading of Ordinance 2011-09 an Ordinance to repeal Ordinance 2009-08 and amend
the waste water rates of the Village of South Bloomfield. Bob motions to take 2011-09
off the table. Jane seconds. Vote: all yeas, motion carries. Bob motions to pass 2011-09,
Rick Sowers seconds, Vote: all yeas, motion carries.

Amending patt time police officer's pay. Bob motions to pull part time police officer's
pay off the table. Matt seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Mayor says he looked and
looked but never found any mention of this in any resolution or ordinance. Mayor says
we may want to create an ordinance creating the positions at a certain pay scale. Rick
Sowers asks if it would be for a certain number of officers or just general part time
officers. Bob says he believes it was discussed it in a meeting as 2 pt officers at minimum
wage. Mayor recommends sending to the Ordinance committee to create that and in the
mean time go ahead and pay minimum wage. Jane asks but Bryan may not be part time
isn't he going to go full time? Mayor says he hopes not. He doesn't think we can afford
it. Rick Sowers says there has been discussion on this but nothing is set. Jane motions to
send to the ordinance committee to create an ordinance to amend pay scale for pt police
officers, Rick Sowers seconds, Vote all yeas. Motion carries
Building inspector's pay. The Mayor noticed that there were zoning fees on the sheet and
Dale does not get that. Zoning fees are whenever someone wants to rezone a piece of
property. We had to subtract that amount off of the bill and Dale agreed· and will work
with Kelly and Tara on this in the future. He also doesn't do commercial. Gary Albright
does that. Dale said he talked to Gary who said he did get paid for that.
New business
Rental of the sewer property. Mr. Allen came to Mayor and asked if we should think
about transferring the rental fee over to the park fund every year. Mayor said he would
bring it to Council to see what everyone thinks. Maybe send it to the utility or park
committees for discussion. There is discussion on this. Anywhere form $6-8000 a year.
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because we haven't had a meeting. Rick Sowers would be curious to hear the discussion
since the sewer runs low a lot and that is a lot to let go to something else. Mayor says
personally speaking, yes the situation we are in, I agree, even though our park needs work
also but we can't make our debt payments as it is. Jill asks if Joe can do without it and
Mayor says to ask Joe, I think he was just looking at the condition of the park. There is
more discussion on this. Jane says Gary and Dan do a very good job maintaining the park
and we did get the new equipment last year. It would be nice to be able to do more but
maybe next year we will be in better shape to buy a new swing set or something. Mayor
asks if we should table this or drop it. Council says drop it.

~2011-05 Delinquent Utility Bills to submit to the county in August. There are
no names on here yet, we wait until the last meeting until they are due to fill those in.
Bob says is the 17th the day it has to be down there? Mayor says yes. We can get it passed
at the meeting on the 16th to get it down there. Jill asks if there are anymore and are they
repeaters. Mayor says probably yes. Jane says the grass is high at the old Stagecoach lot.
Mayor says they have been informed but it seems like we always have to call them every
two weeks. They should know that every two weeks it has to be mowed. Our ordinance
states that we have to give them 30 day notice before we cut it. Jane says the ordinance
should be changed. Mayor agree~ and says that a once a year notification should be
enough. Bob motions to pass 2011-05 delinquent bills to pass to the 2nd read, Jane
seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Resolution 2011-04 for the 2012 tax budget. Matt says the meeting was left off as Tara
and Kelly were going to work on figures to bridge the $26,000 short fall to possibly bring
on Kelly and Bryan full time. Kelly thinks she can bring in at least an additional $9,000
and Bryan said just writing 3 to 4 more tickets a week can cover the remainder of the
cost. Bob asks when this is due. July 20th. Jane motions to pass Resolution 2011-04, Jill
asked if this is done. Tara says no, it needs a little more work and to be put into the right
format to be able to put together the budget paperwork. Mayor gave members a copy of
what it needs to look like. Mayor says the finance committee should meet to finalize this.
Mayor says he was not informed on the how deep the process was going or would have
stepped in and said this already. He thinks the general fund numbers look correct but you
will have to go back and split those revenues out to get the estimates. He advises to use
the worksheet he handed out at a Finance committee meeting as a guide. Mayor asks if
the Finance committee can meet again to revise the issues. There is discussion on when to
hold the meeting. Meeting could be set for Monday July 11th; Matt doesn't want to have
the meeting if Tara can't have the work done. Mayor says this is not Tara's work; it is the
responsibility of the Finance committee. Jill says they have to get the repmis form her.
Mayor says this is talking about cutting to cover this and disagrees with hiring 2 more
full time. Jill says that they are the ones that said they could do that, if you would have
been there you would have heard what they said and know. We are only 26k short if these
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We should not have cut other stuff to bring more people on. Jill says that the Chief was
present and made the cuts. Chief McCoy said the cuts that he made were after the fact
that the full time position was put in there then it was tmned around and I needed another
$20 some thousand. Mayor says I read the minutes, I understand. Jill says you don't
understand if you at looking at it from that point of view. Jane says the reason we want to
make Kelly full time is to take some of the workload off of Tara by helping with Mayor's
court and other. Jill said and to take the telephone bmden off of Tara. Mayor says then
why did we merge the two positions then. I guess we should not have done that then. If
you want to take the work load off of Tara, last year it was brought to Council to send the
billing out and was denied. Jill says that isn't how it was said, to take the workload off of
Tara. Mayor says Ok. Jane says back then we had 2 full times and Kelly, now we only
have one fulltime and one part-time. Tara has worked hard to clean up from the last Clerk
while trying to save us money. Jill says I know that but when that was put to her when
they were merging the two jobs, she was willing to give that a try, you have to give her
that. Tara says that she thought it was possible if the auditing was done and everything
was cleaned up and up to date but that has not happened. At this point right now, she
needs help. The Mayor asks ifhe hears a second on this. No, motion dies.
,
Committee reports
Mayor says we had Finance committee; do they want to give their report? Jane says who
took the minutes, I didn't take the minutes, and I don't feel I should but I could read the
minutes. Mayor asks did anybody in the Finance committee delegate someone to take the
minutes, the Council rules state that if the chairperson is not there, the committee should
have appointed another member of the committee to take the minutes. Jane reads the
minutes from the last Finance committee meeting. Bob wants to comment that Roger is
not on that committee and shouldn't have motioned anything.
Mayor asks Gary ifhe has anything. No he doesn't. Mayor says there were cuts made,
please consider everything before we hire more people on full time. Mayor says we
brought forth a billing company to save money and was denied, there are ways to take the
workload off of Tara. Matt says these are all great ideas, you should attend the meetings.
Mayor says it is not his responsibility to do the job of the finance committee. Matt says
we all have good ideas and the more heads the better. Jill says you were there and you
should have been there to bring these things up. Mayor says he doesn't have to, the only
thing I am required to do is have my department heads turn in their budgets. Ifwe don't
need a full time mayor, I shouldn't have to do that stuff, and do I have to do your job, all
you have to do is call and ask are we doing this right. Jill says are you the authority? I
guess so, nobody else did it right. Jill says you should have been there. Jill says there are
too many games being played around here. Rick and Jane say that there should be a full
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time Mayor. Jill says I thought we couldn't classify mayor as fulltime. Mayor says look
Held at the pay scale. Jane says Rick 8owefs thinks vehicle maintenance could 1*0cut, Jane
now. You can not predict when something will break down. Jane says if you don't
maintain them. Jeanette says where can we cut then, phones, air cards, and insurance?
Nobody is agreeing to any other cuts. Jill says we can't maintain these for $625 a month?
Matt says remember this is a budget. Gary says he maintains the vehicles and looks them
over. Jane says you do a good job Gary. Jane says but if they cut the budget, you can't
do it. Gary says he can't control that but he does do the pm on the vehicles. He has a log
on what he does. Gary does need paving. Mayor asks if Chief has any report. Chief says
the comment was made that if something breaks down; we have to pay for it somehow.
Mayor asks did you figure out what you paid the part timers last year. Did those equal out
to $31,000? Chief explains how the $31,000 figure was reached during the finance
meeting. Jane says we discussed cutting the air cards, cell phones, insurance, and about
every place pays part of their insurance. She thinks everyone here should do that too.
Mayor says when we merged the 2 offices we saved $10,000. Mayor says our income has
risen the past 3 years. Dan· says but the numbers are not correct. The audit is not done yet.
There is more discussion on sending the bills out. Jane says when is the finance
committee? There is discussion on who is responsible for bringing everything. Matt says
everyone is arguing but we are all looking toward the same goal, to get the correct
budget. Jane wants to decline her position as Finance Chairperson. Matt says it doesn't
matter who the chairman is, we all need to work together. Jane declines her position as of
right now. She doesn't want to be responsible for any of this finance. Jeanette says the
finance committee wants to cut but no one agrees with any cuts. Mayor says that is what
a leader has to do and he doesn't think that we should have cut others and add new that
are not going to improve the system. Matt says then you should have a proposal for us
then. Mayor says he handed out his proposal. Matt says I haven't seen it. Mayor says I
had Kenny and Joe come in with their budget requests. That is my responsibility to
submit what we need to operate. Matt says submitting a request is not a solution. Mayor
says he gave you a solution to your $155,000 shortfall, didn't I correct that? Matt says
then if your entire job is, is getting reports from the dept heads, then its pretty simple.
Mayor says then it is handed over to Council for decision and then I have to make it
happen. I have no control over it; all I can do is submit the requests. Matt asks what the
total dollar amount of your proposal was. My proposal was $655,000. Matt says based off
of what revenue? Mayor says $688,000. Matt says I haven't seen a proposal, has anybody
else? Mayor says have I seen a budget? If you want to cut back and forth, we can cut
back and forth. Rick Sowers motions to pay bills, Jill seconds. Vote; all yeas, motion
carries. Bob motions to adjourn, Rick seconds vote all yeas. Meeting adjourned at
8:40pm.
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The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.
0 Id Business
Delinquent bills resolution 2011-05. Bob motions to pass 2011-05 Delinquent bills onto
the third read. Roger seconds. Vote: Jill yes, Jane yes, motion carries.

Resolution 2011-04 Emergency resolution to approve 2012 budget. This is due
tomorrow but we do not have enough votes to pass as an emergency. Tara has filled out
the form for a continuance until August 2nd. Roger motions to pass on to the 2nd read.
Jane seconds. Vote: Jill yes, Bob yes, motion carries.
New business
Meghan Toitch has brought new options for insurance coverage for employees. She
passes out the info and explains it to the Council. Roger motions to accept the proposed
OPEC funding plan presented by Meghan. Bob seconds. Vote: Jane yes, Jill yes, Motion
carries. Meghan will come in Monday and Tuesday @ 11 :30 am to explain to the
employees.
Committee reports - none.
Mayor went back through the minutes. Did we have an ordinance meeting scheduled?
No. Rick Sowers sent me an ordinance concerning the part time police officer pay; we
will have that on the next agenda. Jill asks if Bob Thompson brought in the check for the
fronted pills. No we are getting the run around from the insurance company'.
Roger motions to pay bills, Bob seconds. Vote all yeas. Motion carries.
Bob motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yeas, meeting adjourned 7:55pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on August 15\ 2011 at 7pm
in the Municipal ~uilding. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council Ptesident
Bob Schroeder, Council members Roger Hopkins, Jill Ramey, Jill Roese, CFO Tara
Sopher, Street Superintendent Gary Shelton, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, Captain
Bryan Cline, Residents Dan and Jeanette Gwinn, Donna & Danny Belcher, Lynda Reigle,
Rita Williams, Richard Carpenter and visitor Trish Bennett.
The meeting started with the pledge. The minutes were read, corrected and approved.
0 Id Business
3rd reading of 2011-05 Delinquent Bills. Bob makes a motion to table to wait for the next
meeting so we can have a complete and up to date list to send to the County. Roger
seconds. Vote: Jill yes, Jane yes, motion carries.

211 d reading 2011-06 on the 2012.Tax budget. Bob motions to pass 2011-06 on to the 3rd
read. Jill seconds. Roger yes, Jane yes. Motion carries.
Rita Williams wants to say that there was an issue with her bill. She was credited for
someone else's payment. She is not happy that she did not receive a return phone call
from Tara and she should not have gotten a disconnect notice. Mayor says that
unfo1iunately, those are computer generated. Richard Carpenter thinks that she is only
asking for a little courtesy. Linda says that the system is not designed to find the problem.
She thinks that we should use an excel document. Mayor Wilson apologizes to Rita
Williams and assures her that this will not happen again. She thanks the Mayor and exits
the meeting.
Donna Belcher asked the Mayor if anything is ever going to be done about the mess
across the street from her home. The Mayor says yes and that the police Chief has
investigated it and all the law states is that he just has to cover them with tarps and that is
not going to solve the issue. Donna says no it is not because cats have started dragging
stuff out from underneath there. Mayor Wilson says that he hopes Council will review the
current Ordinance and make adjustments to rectify the situation. Donna says that it has
gone from bad to worse to worse. He is also running a business out of his home. Mayor
says as long as there are no customers coming to the residence; you are allowed to have a
business out of your home. Dan Gwinn says that is terrible it has been going on so long.
Danny says that its been going on for 20 years. Jane Ramey reads the Ordinance on Junk
Cars. Jane says if we can't enforce our own law, we may as well throw it away. Danny
says we can just put a sign out on 23 that says Junk Yard. Jane says there are 2 or 3 0£
the,JTI over there that are inoperable. Jane ~ays he is operating a junk yard as far as she is
concerned. Donna asks if this is our ordinance or the revised code. Jane says both. Donna
has called the sheriff office and they said that since the village has their own ordinance,
they can not do anything. Jane thinks that there is an ordinance several years ago that
Council approved an ordinance stating that only 3 inoperable in one driveway. ~ane says
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it is Ordinance 2009-09 the noise ordinance. She reads the ordinance. Mayor asks to look
#e\Jae ov~inance. Jane say~ pbthing is ever done about an hin . Donna sa s wha!O=-f.;:=th=e'----vehic e ms 1stoncal lat
· ·
·
·
we i1eed to pass one. Mayor says that this ordinance is only about defining loud noises. It
can not also be about parking. Jane says if you go back in the ordinances it's in there
someplace. Mayor says maybe but it is not 2009-09. Mayor says we will ask the police
chief to revisit this and get his recommendations. Jane says we should call the attorney
and if we are not going to uphold the ordinance, take it off the books. Mayor says that is
Council's responsibility. Roger says it is up to us to do it and it does sound like it needs
rewritten. Lynda Heigle asks if Chiefs opinion is the final word and we have to go by
that. Jane says no we are not. Lynda says well we are right now. Kenny says the law is
fine. Mayor Wilson says no_ he does not say its fine. He says all they have to do is cover
them to be out of sight. We have to strengthen the ordinance to eliminate the out of sight.
Lynda said that they are supposed to be covered, are the covered now? Sam says those
junk cars shouldn't be there at all even covered. Lynda says we are not doing anything
about them not being covered, so we are still not doing what we are supposed to do. Ifwe
drive over there right now, they should all be covered or we are not enforcing our law.
Mayor says that is not going to solve the real issue. Donna says no and there is another
house with 4 cars sitting for years. Mayor says there has never been a signed complaint.
Jane says I have reported it. Mayor says you have to file a written complaint. Jill says if
you have an ordinance it is to go by. Mayor says what is going to solve ifhe goes out and
buys tarps? Will Council please i:evise this ordinance so that I can do something about it?
Jane makes a motion to revise this ordinance. Mayor says put it on the agenda and vote
on it next meeting. Jane says that will take another month. Mayor says pass it on
emergency next meeting. Mayor says any complaints have to go through the proper
channels. Jane will call the attorney tomorrow. Jill says it is the way the ordinance is
written right now and the ordinance needs to be rewritten. Jane says we need to be sure
that the ordinance is written right. Mayor says he thinks the lawyer wrote this ordinance,
he has stated over and over again that we shouldn't have an annexation lawyer, we rieed a
municipality lawyer. Jane says I have to but everyone on this Council has voted against a
municipality attorney Richard Carpenter asks when the ordinance will be rewritten.
Lynda says make a motion to revise it right now. Mayor says that council doesn't have to
make a motion, just bring the paperwork to the next meeting and vote on it. Lynda says
then one of the Council should put it on the agenda for new business with the revisions.
Mayor says yes. Jane motions to have a special Council meeting tomorrow night to pass
as an emergency. Roger seconds. Vote Jill yes, Bob no. Motion carries.
New business
1st reading of Ordinance 2011-11, an ordinance to set a pay scale of $1.00 per year paid
quaiierly for the position of member of Council. Roger motions to pass, no seconds.
Motion dies.
1st reading of Ordinance 2011-12, to establish up to two part time police officer positions
at minimum wage. Roger motions to pass 2011-12 to the second reading. Jane seconds
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but does not like the minimum wage for them. Vote: Bob no, Jill yes. Motion carries to
the 2 11 d reading. Dan Belcher asks what the minimum wage is. Mayor says $7.40. Donna
asks if we want to start a police officer at minimum wage. Mayor says no I do not, I did
not write the ordinance. Jane and Donna have a problem with the police making
mm1mum wage.
1st reading of Ordinance 2011-13, an ordinance to set the Mayor's annual salary to $1.00
per year. Mayor says someone on Council sent this to me but there was no ordinance sent
with it. Donna says isn't this whole subject ridiculous? Sam says absolutely ridiculous
and a waste of time. The Mayor says yes and it is an insult to the position. Lynda says
that this is juvenile and trivial. Donna wants to know who brought this up. Lynda says
Matt Pettibone initiated this. It is an insult to anyone in any position and it is an
embarrassment to anyone involved. The OPERS said that this would disqualify the mayor
for retirement. Bob says this would apply to anybody in the office not just Rick. Lynda
says this is an insult and OPERS agrees. Lynda thinks Matt should resign from
embarrassment. Richard Carpenter says nobody should be talking about him until he is
present. Mayor wants to move forward, is there a motion on this? Roger motions to pass
2011-13 to a second read. No second, motion dies.
Committee reports, none.
Bob motions to pay bills. Roger seconds, vote all yeas motion carries.
Bob motions to adjourn, Jane seconds. Gary has a question first. The martial arts group is
destroying the carpet by moving the clerk's desk around, are they approved to use the
Council room? I thought they had permission to use upstairs. Mayor says yes _anyone can
use the municipal building if the time is available. Gary says after using this room for a
year, they should be able to at least put the chairs back where they go. They broke the
rollers off of the desk from moving it so much. Mayor asks Tara to notify them not to
move the desk. Tara will. Jane says Bob said we can't have an emergency meeting
tomorrow because it has to be advertised. Jane asks if everyone can come Thursday. Tara
will notify all members that there will be a special meeting. 6:30pm will be the meeting
time. Dan Belcher says that Gary got a quote about getting our truck repaired. It is going
to cost over $1000 to repair just part of it. Mayor says this needs to go in front of the
street committee. Jane asks if it is under warranty. Dan says no it is a 19999 and falling
apart. Bob motions to adjourn, Roger seconds, vote all yeas. Meeting adjourned at
8:15pm.
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Special council meeting was called to order by the pledge of allegiance by Mayor Wilson on
August 4, 2011 at 6:45pm. Present were Mayor Rick Wilson, Jill Roese, Roger Hopkins, Rick
Sowers and Jane Ramey. Mr. Hopkins made a motion to have Jane Ramey to take the minutes
of the meeting. Seconded by Rick Sowers. Motion carried
Others present for the meeting were: Chief Ken McCoy, Woody Blanton and Mr. & Mrs. Dan
Belcher.
This meeting is about the junk car ordinance #2009-06. There was a very lengthy discussion on
the change of the ordinance. Mr. Hopkins made a motion to change Section 3, item E state to be
uncovered in the open needs to be taken out and Section 4 shall no longer be visible to the public
be taken out and amended. There was a seconded on the floor by Rick Sowers to make an
amendment. Motion carried.
Jane Ramey made a motion that these ordinances be taken off the records-if they are not being
obeyed by. Chief McCoy advised the resident of Mr. Adams has been notified of the ordinance
to be complied and if not within 8 days, the further action will be taken.
There was a motion on the floor to adjourn by Mr. Hopkins and seconded by Mr. Sowers. Motion
Carried.
Meeting Adjourned
8pm

Minutes by
Jane Ramey
Council Member

President of ~OUilcil
Date signed_ _~_..__~~-<-~~'/_L
____
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The South Bloomfield Village met in regular session on Tuesday, August 16, 2011 at the Municipal
Building. Present at the meeting were Council President: Robert Shcroeder, Council members: Rick
Sowers, Roger Hopkins, Jill Roese, Utility Superintendent: Joe Allen, Residents: Lynda Heigle, and Mr. ~
Mrs. Dan Gwinn.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance.
Old Business
Resolution 2011-05 Delinquent bills to be put on the Real Estate taxes. Roger made a motion to table
this. Bob seconds, all yeas, item tabled.

2°d reading of 2011-12. Jill motioned to take off the table, Bob seconds. There was a lengthy discussior
on wages and number of officers. Mr. Sowers stated he only just wrote the ordinance as requested an'
the rates and such were not his idea. Mrs. Heigle made a suggestion that we word it several different
ways and follow the O.R.C. regarding the state minimum wage standards so that it doesn t need
1

changed every time the min. wage is changed. Also discussion on a full time Captain was brought up a1
the Finance committee. Mr. Sowers made a motion to send back to Ordinance committee for
adjustment or total overhaul. Second by Mr. Hopkins. Vote: all yeas, motion carries.
Mrs. Heigle made the statement that after meeting with Melissa Betz about our budget, Melissa statec
that the Village should have way over $1 million dollars in the 2012 budget, as we have had 40% growt

i

in the last 10 years and several homes in Scioto Landing were not paying property tax on the home, ju~
on the lot for the last several years and the auditor is only allowed to go back 5 years for back taxes. Jo ll
Allen explained that only a small percent of property taxes come to the Village and most go to schools
and fire protection.
New Business

2011-11 Junk Cars Not read due to sponsor absence at meeting. Roger made mention of Mayor and
Council pay of$1 per year being brought up in Matt1s absence. There was discussion on this. It looks m

:l

the junk cars are being moved and the property in question is now being cleaned up. It was agreed to
wait for Jane to present this to Council.
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Bob motions to pay bills this month to avoid any late fees and Chief Fiscal Officer to bring copies to the

~eH6:lduncit meetinm Roger seconlis-,.:al·l·yeas. motion passes
Roger motions to adjourn, Bob seconds, all yeas, meeting adjourned at 7:34pm.
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The South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on September 6t11, 2011 at
7pm in .the Municipal Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council
members: Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Rick Sowers, Matt Pettibone, Street Superintendent
Gary Shelton, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, CFO Tara Sopher, Officers Eric
Kocheran and Captain Bryan Cline, and Residents: Lynda Heigle and Dana Rogers.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read, corrected, and
approved.

Lynda wants to revise her statements from last meeting. Jill thinks the minutes sounded
accurate to her. Joe also says they are accurate. There is more discussion on this. She also
wants it put in the minutes from Aug 1st that she asked if when the committee minutes
say none, does that mean we can assume that there were no meetings. Tara will add that
Ill.

Old Business
Resolution 2011-05 Delinquent bills is tabled. Rick Sowers motions to take Resolution
2011-05 off the table, Jill seconds, Vote: all yeas, item is pulled off the table. There is
discussion on why they are on the list. Jane asks about delinquent mowing. Tara can not
find Kate's records on mowing. Matt thinks maybe we should put the break down on
here, Rick Sowers doesn't think we should because of someone trying to piece mealthe
bill. Rick Sowers motions to pass Resolution 2011-05, Matt seconds Vote: all yeas,·
motion carries.
1st reading of Ordinance ~O 11-12 Establishing Police officer positions and starting pay
rate. Jane motions to pass 2011-12 but not with starting out at minimum wage, we should
pay them at $9 hour, anything less is degrading to them in my opinion. Ifwe can't afford
to pay our officers a decent wage, then we may just not have a police dept. Rick Sowers
seconds. Jill asks if it is as read, because Jane said not with starting at minimum wage.
Jane rescinds her motion. If we can't pay them anymore than minimum wage, it is a slap
in the fac~, they are out here keeping us safe, risking their life. Rick Sowers also rescinds
his second. No motion made, Ordinance dies.
1st reading of Ordinance 2011-11 to amend Ordinance 2009-06 junk cars. Mayor says the
in a previous agenda from Aug 16, there was a copy of the ordinance. We need the
amended ordinance to approve it. Rick Sowers didn't have a number for it but he did
send the amendment. Jane says she don't think she liked the wording. Rick Sowers says
that they amended sections 3 and 4. Jane says that the police did go over there and gave
the guy a warning, and she was past there yesterday and the trailer with the vending
machine was gone but there are at least a half a dozen cars still over there. They are not
onjacks but they are still there. Jill says she thinks there has been an improvement. Jane
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eve opment coining in has to have a portion classified as green space. Rick says that it is
generically speaking, not a ce1iain area of the space. Lynda said then our responsibility
would be that we verify they do have their green space. Jane says he is going to be
charging. about $700 a month for rent. Mayor says he believes it is 1800 square foot per
side. Jill asks Mayor if she wanted to see the plans, she could? Yes, Kelly has them,
ipcluding floor plans, and designs. Matt says Dominion had to give some kind of plan.
Joe and Mayor said they gave a plot layout. Gary feels like it was kept awfully quiet and
wonders if the Village and Mayor have been honest with the residents. Jill says she has .
not had any questions asked to her about it. Gary says that Council should have known
about this and the sidewalk from the grant. Matt says he was not aware of it. Dana asks
about the utilities. Joe explains where the water and sewer lines are. Mayor says to a
point, I hated to see it but legally we couldn't stop it, and we should really welcome any
new residences. Jane says we are getting Tim Horton's in. Jane says she has copies of all
the original plans for Dominion. She had to fight to get 7500 sq ft plots instead of 5000
sq ft plots. Mayor says that we are also in a hole because of Dominion. We built that new
sewer plant. Jane says Junior was just looking towards the future. Jane says if we don't
have the capacity, companies won't come in. Jill says we had the capacity. Mayor advises
Dana Rogers to consult attorneys; Eric recommends Better Business Bureau and Mayor
says or the attorney general. Mayor says all the documents are available for public
viewmg.
New Business None
Committee reports
Mayor asks if the Ordinance committee met. Rick says no.
Rick motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Mayor was forwarded a request from our police dept for council to entertain the idea of
purchasing one of new Holland's cruisers. New Holland has eliminated their police
department. They have a 2004 Crown Victoria and asking $7000 fully equipped, 51000
miles. Mayor says we only have one vehicle financed right now. Bryan says we do need
it. The Ford is getting very high miles. The new Dodge is finally on the road, the other
Dodge is nickel and <liming us to death. Eric thinks it is a very good investment. The
extras alone pay for the vehicle. Mayor says there is $14,000 capital outlay, the majority
of which is still there. Bryan says their Mayor is taking it to his Council tomorrow to vote
if they can sell it for $7000. Jane motions to buy the car for $7000, there is more
discussion on this, and Jill asks is it already painted? Bryan says yes, it just needs decals.
Mayor says that is $8-900 bucks for decals. Rick seconds. Vote: Jill wants to know for
sure that the money is really there. Tara goes to get the reports. There is roughly $8000
left in capital outlay but supplies and materials and contractual are depleted. Tara thinks
we may not even have enough for payroll for the year. Mayor agrees and says they
should have managed their money better. Matt says the budget holder is not even here.
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Eric understands the fiscal responsibility but we may miss a big opportunity for a great
deal. There is more discussion. Matt and Jill say that would vote yes if the money was
.there. Vote: Matt no, Jill no. Mayor has to vote no on a tiebreaker. Motion dies.
Matt motions to adjourn, Rick seconds vote all yeas, motion carries to adjourn. 9:45pm.

Chief Fiscal Officer
Date signed
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the Municipal building. Present at the meeting were Council President Bob Schroeder,
Council members: Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, Roger Hopkins, and Jane Ramey, and CFO
Tara Sopher, and Richard Carpenter.
Old Business
2~1 d reading 2011-11 Ordinance to amend Ordinance 2009-06 junk cars. Roger motions to
pass 2011-11 on to the 3rd reading. Vote: Jill yes, Jane yes, Bob yes, motion carries. Bob
says even though he doesn't have a copy of it.
New Business
1st Reading 2011-12 Establishing part-time police officer positions and pay rate. There is
discussion on what has been changed in this new version compared to the one that died in
last Council meeting. Matt says when we had our finance meeting; police labor was one
of the accounts that were possibly going to go over. To me it has always been Chief and 2
fulltime officers. Bob says yes, Jill says we did have 2 on a grant. Roger says yes but the
grant is. over. Matt says with our 3 fulltime and Bryan we are going over about $20,000
not including if we pass this for 2 more or 1 more part-time position including Bryan.
Bryan already works full time hours. Jane asks ifhe gets paid for 20 hours, Tara says no
40 plus hours. Matt says so we are already paying him the equivalent of 2 part-time
officers. Matt thinks we should not pass this until we have the money appropriated. We
already need to move $20,000 due to Bryan. Matt motions to draft an ordinance on how
many police positions there are total in the Village. Roger asks if we should table this.
Bob says no it will come back again next meeting but it is up to you. We n~d to be
clearer on this. Bob says well if we pass this and they fill them, then we have a worse
financial situation. Roger motions to pass Ordinance 2011-12 to the 211d reading, no
second, Ordinance dies. Bob seconds to draft an ordinance to clearly establish police
positions in the Village. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Committee Reports
Finance Committee minutes were read by Jane Ramey, Committee Chairperson. Jane
says there is going to be another meeting at 6pm on October 25th and the auditor will be
here. There is discussion on the re-appropriations. Tara says she only has $8476.57 left
out of the $11,000 to appropriate to stay under $700,000. The County auditor said we do
not have to do an amended certificate as long as we stay under what is stated on the
certificate. The street dept already has bills in excess of $12,000 for the engineers and we
still have to pay $7,000 for the OPEC funding plan for the health insurance. Jane and
Roger say that Council discussed the storm sewer grant and think it was supposed to be
100% paid by the grant. Roger says we need to ask the Mayor to show us the paper work
on these grants. Jane asks if we bid that grant out. Sam Hall is doing it. He is getting
everything. Council did not agree to pay this. Roger says Sam cut the cost down a lot by
free gravel and sand. Jane says he should and Council didn't agree to that. Did Gary sign
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off on those bills? No the Mayor did. Jill questions if the Mayor should be able to say
what to take out of what account without the budget holder knowing. Everyone agrees he
does know where stuff should come out. Roger says Gary keeps his numbers and thinks
he has money but doesn't. Matt isn't comfortable with the communication there. Matt
asks how often the budget holders know their balance. Gary and Joe all the time. Then
how did we get here, well Gary we already know he didn't plan for those bills and Chief
McCoy always just says that Council will have to give him more money. Everyone says
that is what Chief has said before. Matt doesn't know what to do about Chief, he doesn't
even try to budget his money. Tara needs to alert them in writing or through email when
it looks like they are getting low. Roger says we will end up like New Holland. Matt says
·exactly I don't think he really comprehends what we want him to do. Bob says no it is
because we always give fo.to him. Richard asks who the boss of the Police is. The Mayor
is. If the money is not there, it is not there. When we show the Chief that the money is not
there, he doesn't get it, he thinks we should take it out of savings. We can't do that. It's
not that we don't want to give him the funding; we don't have the money to give. Matt
feels like a bad guy and is accused of not wanting a police force and it has nothing to do
with that, it is about not having the money. Jane says we could lay one off and he can get
out there and work. This is not a big city, it is a little village. Between the four of them
they should be able to provide 24 hour coverage for the Village without overtime. There
is more discussion on this. Jane thinks we can save money on fuel by not running up and
down 23. Johnny always sits at DQ which saves gas by sitting instead of driving up and
down. Jill says there is an officer at Bob Evans all the time and she gets a lot of
complaints from residents. Bob says yes they are always there around dinner when they
should be out in the Village. Matt asks Tara if she has what she needs for now to pay
bills. Yes and she will get with Gary to see exactly how much he needs for the rest of the
year not including these bills from Michael Clark. We are already appropriated up to
$700,000. With the bills from Michael Clark we are up at $712,000, plus the OPEC
funding plan which is another $7000, plus the rest of the year. Jane said that Dale told her
we shouldn't get a bill for the Dominion from Michael Clark. Jane also says that the
Village did not deceive Bloomfield Hills; they have been zoned multi family all along.
Jill says they were talking about a walking path as one of Dominion's selling points. Jane
says and a playground and that never developed. Jill says it wasn't in their selling
contracts. Jane· says Maronda homes promised all kinds of stuff too.
Roger says he emailed the Mayor to put on the agenda to get help for Tara. He did not put
it on the agenda. Tara has asked for help, we need to get her some help. She was honest
enough to admit that she can't do it all and was honest when she said in the beginning she
;..wasn't sure but would try. At the Finance Committee we talked about getting Kelly fulltime. We don't want another situation where everything is not getting done. Roger says
we.have to get her help. There is discussion on different options. Tara says Kelly would
work 9-5 and make up the difference on Friday. Jane says no we are closed on Friday and
she-shouldn't be in here working. Jane thinks we should be open 5 days a week for
se!;ice for the residents. Roger says we are saving money on 4 days. Jane and Matt
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disagree: Jill says if Kelly wanted full-time she would have to make arrangements to
come in. 7am to cover all day. Tara shouldn't be answering the phones at all. Kelly should
already be doing that from 12 to 5. Jane says we can find a part-time person for 7atn to
f2pm. It will be a lot less cost. Everyone thinks it would be a better route to get a parttime office helper from 7am to 12pm to deal with the phones and customers. Tara needs
time to do her work without constant interruptions. Bob says it needs to be stated in the
ordinance the two separate part-time positions and hours of those positions. Jill says it
should just be called part-time office worker. There is discussion on pay and hours. Matt
says we can pay them out of water and sewer since none of Tara's or Kelly's is coming
out of water and sewer. Roger motions to send this to ordinance committee to establish a
part-time office worker fqr the hours of 7am to 12pm and to set the pay. Matt seconds,
Vote: all yeas motion carries.
Bob apologizes for his outburst this evening. He is disgusted that he doesn't get the stuff
he needs for the· meetings and isn't even informed when the Mayor is not going to be
here. The agenda should have been out 10 days in advance. The Mayor should let him
know when he won't be here and the agenda should be out at the time the ordinance
states. Matt asks if there is an ordinance about junky yards, not just junk cars, he's been
getting complaints about junky back yards. Roger says he doesn't think there is.
Roger motions to pay bills, Jane seconds, Vote all yeas, motion carries.
Bob motions to adjourn, Jane seconds, Vote: all yeas, motion carries, meeting adjourned
9:15pm

Pre~°!:!c9:f:u~
Date signed_
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The South Bldomfield Council met in regular session on October 3rd, 2011 at 7pm in the Municipal
building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council President Bob Schroeder, Council
Mem.bers Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Roger Hopkins, Matt Pettibone, and Rick Sowers, Utility
Superintendent Joe Allen, Tax Clerk Kelly Estep, Shayla Estep, CFO Tara Sopher, Captain Cline, and Chie '"
McCoy.
The meeting started with the pledge of allegiance. The minutes were read and approved.
Ordinance 2011-11 to amend Ordinance 2009-06 Junk Cars. Roger motions to pass 2011-11. Matt
seconded, Vote all yeas, motion passes.
New business
Front Office. Mayor says last meeting there was a motion made to draw up an ordinance to hire a part
time office worker. Was that done? Rick Sowers says no, we did not get to have a meeting. Kelly would
like to know if she could take the hours _instead. It would save a lot of time on training someone and if
they quit, then we have to train someone else. This will buy us time because of our budget issues on
hiring someone new. Kelly already knows how to do everything. She can only work 9-5 but that would
still leave Tara 8 hours of uninterrupted work time. Matt asks Tara is that okay with her. Tara says yes
and we can look at giving her benefits for 2012 when we do the budget. Jill asks if Kelly will be moving
out front. Yes she will. She has agreed to do that and take care of all the phones and customers. The
Mayor says that there is a tax clerk ordinance and it will have to be amended. Roger asks if we have to
do three readings. Bob says we can do it as an emergency if need be. Mayor says that in the mean time
he can just approve her extra hours.
Committee Reports, there were no meetings.
Chief McCoy asks the Council if they have any questions for him. Nobody does. He says he was not hen
for the last Council meeting and feels like he always is attacked whenever he is not here. He quotes the
minutes from last meeting and points out the comments he is talking about. He feels that this is
bordering on slander. He feels like there should be a line item for technology and for utilities and
anything else that we have to split up between accounts. He doesn't think he should have to pay for all
of Info Link. He feels like instead of everyone always playing the blame game, we should all be working
together as a team. You guys all want to get involved, good, let's work together. I recommend having a
finance meeting every Monday until we are back on track. Matt asks if Chief knows where his accounts
. are at because just looking at the first one, police labor, it is on track to go over yet, just this past week
there are officers working up to 15 hours overtime. Chief says that stuff he doesn't budget for comes
out of hrs account such as Info Link. Matt asks Chief what Info Link has to do with Police labor. Chief
thinks it

~s mathematically impossible for the four police employees to cover the village 24/7. He canno1
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ictate what hours the auxiliaries work. The auxiliaries also do not like to gd out without one of our guys
ecause they might end up in court and then they have to take time out of their paying jobs to go to
ourt for us for free. Chief says he and his dept have quit spending completely. He also tried to save
oney with the car for $7000. Matt says we wanted to do it but the money was just not there. Mayor
ilso_n said all this is for finance committee, and we should move on.
att questions the bill for Generator Systems. Joe explains what happened. There was a switch that
ent out at mud run. Matt says this should come out of sewer not water. There is not enough rnoney in
here to pay it. Tara and Joe will work this out before next meeting. Bob motions to pay bills, except for
089-2011 to Generator Systems, Matt seconded, vote all yeas motion carries.
ne asks to see the bid from the sidewalk grant. Mayor says to contact Susan Robinson at the County
ecause she handled all of that.··
otion to adjourn by Bob Schroeder, Seconded by Roger Hopkins. Meeting adjourned at 8:10pm.

resident of Council

:l__.b_t-..L)----<-;_2-.
_ __
ate signed _ _

Chief Fiscal Officer
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outh Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on October 18, 2011 at
in the Municipal Building. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council
bers: Roger Hopkins, Jane Ramey, Jill Roese, Matt Pettibone, and Rick Sowers,
Tara Sopher, Utility Superintendent Joe Allen, and visitors: Woody Blanton, Sa
Maria O'Neal-Wilson, Michael O'Neal, Shay Converse, Dan and Jeanette Gwinn,
r. and Mrs. Berrisford.
·
None
None
ittee reports: Mayor says there was an Ordinance Committee meeting on Oct 1
6pm but it was not posted in the herald and we are not sure that it was put in the
either. Rick Sowers reads the minutes of that meeting.

May r asks the crowd if they have anything to bring forth. Mrs. Berrisford is asking
abo the break-ins over in Dominion Homes and if anything came of that? Mayor says
he ows the Chief had a couple of suspects and that the case is still open so he can't
ent further on that. They are patrolling as much as possible.
all is here about his unpaid invoice for the sidewalk. It has been outstanding since
9th. Mayor says we are approaching the 30 day mark. Mayor says on the cash
sum ary there is $60,000 in the checking. Roger asks if it has to go through Finance
Com ittee. Rick says he thinks Council can vote on it. Roger says Sam did the work.
Matt sks ifthe street fund that was appropriated was already spent. Tara says yes. Rog
mo ti ns to transfer carry over funds in 2011-610-3 00 street construction into
appr priations to pay Sam Hall. Matt seconds, Vote: Jane no, Jill yes, Rick yes. Matt as s
if T a will pay that with this batch. Tara says yes. Sam says that this was a public bid
and t at was in the paper and anybody could have bid on this project. Jane would like
Tara o look up the minutes where Council passed that sidewalk to nowhere. Council di
not v te. Jane said that Council believed the grant should have covered the entire amou
of th job. If it wasn't brought through Council, it shouldn't have been done. Sam says
that s nothing to c;lo with me. Jane says that she will call the lawyer tomorrow and no,
is no between Sam and us. Jeanette says that she also hears complaints about the
side alk to nowhere. Mrs. Berrisford says that she thought it was to benefit the school.
May r says a third of our residents live back there and a lot of people use that. But the
side alk doesn't go to Scioto Estates. Jane asks ifthe other Council members were awa
of th grant. Matt doesn't recall. Rick Sowers says that there was discussion about it.
May says that anytime a government applies for a grant, the Council must vote on
perm ssion to apply for the grant. Mayor says it was back in March or April. Jane
reme bers for the sewer but nothing for a sidewalk. Mayor says he will get those
minu s for you Jane. Joe says Bob is having a full hip replacement and wants to make

-
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sure heh s.enoughsick time to get through. Rick Sowers.said that Joe had brought it to
him befo the Council 1neeting and asked him about it. Joe says Bob probably won't be
i a.ck at al this year. He asks if another employee can give Bob their sick time to make ..
1
~re and ick wanted to get the thoughts of the rest of Council. Mayor asks if they want
to schedu e another Ordinance Committee 1neeting. Rick Sowers will introduce this. Mrs.
Berrisfor asks if they can get notification of the Council meetings. Dan says it is in the
newslette with the bills. Jill says that the Finance Committee meeting is on October 25 at
6pm. Pau Rennick was here Wednesday and everything is looking pretty good. He will
be here t tell us the adjustments and try to get everything straightened out. Jeanette asks
if we are the red or black. Most of them are in the black. Dan asks who has
authodza on to have a key to let everyon·e come into the building. Mayor says police and
oyees. Dan says we can contact an officer to let us in then. Rick Sowers says
requested to him to hold off on the police Ordinance until he returns from
vacation d would like to get the Safety Committee involved in the .discussion. Rick
Sowers
tion to pay bills, Roger seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Roger motions
to adjou Rick seconds vote all yeas,_ meeting adjourned at 7:30pm.
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Qu stions from the audience: Mrs. Berrisford has a question about the rentals on
Hu hison. The gentlemen that purchased the land bought 5 lots? Mayor says yes he
bo ht the whole area that is zoned multi family. He also bought the farm land along t e
riv about another twenty some acres. Is it legally zoned? Was there ·a P&Z meeting
wh re it was approved that those rentals are going to go across from 200 thousand doll
ho es. Mayor says it has been zoned since 2004. Anytime you build a structure it has
co e through P&Z. Dan thinks she is asking ifthere was a public meeting like the one
we ad for the low income housing down the corner of East and North St. Mayor says
tha was going to be rezoned because it was residential. She asks who is on the P&Z.
Ma or says Jane Ramey, himself, and 3 other residents. Woody Blanton, Laurie Barbe ,
an Art Clark. The mayor understands how you feel about the multi residential across
fro your home. Rick opposed the project that was zoned residential. Mr. Miller aske
wh you didn't have a public meeting. Mayor says we didn't change any of the zoning
but ll meetings are publicized in the Herald or in the boxes. Jane says when Dominio
es came in 2002, part of it was zoned multi-family coming in. Jane and mayor sa
that it was deception then by Dominion. Mrs. Berrisford asks why half of her neighbor s
pro erty is in a flood zone. Mayor says that FEMA redid their mapping system and the
cha ged it. He says there are also places in Columbus that were never in the flood zon
The e are FEMAs adjustments to their mistakes. Mayor suggests that you have a
sur yor come out and send a request to FEMA to change their map if it you do not ne d
the ood insurance. Whenever Mr. Hall came in and wanted to build on those lots, the
was no legal authority to deny him because it was already zoned multifamily. They co d
hav built 4 story apartments, anything as multi family. The only thing we could do wa
to ake sure that they look half way respectable. Dan says it just doesn't make sense t
hav it zoned back there. Mr. Featheringhan1 says that what it comes down to is that
one got taken by Dominion and they should have never been aloud to zone it that
Mayor says that is also why the utility bills are so high. Dominion said that they
going to build 400 homes back there and it would pay the cost of the new sewer
. Mayor says from his understanding, his only plans are right along Hutchison. He
s there is maybe room for 10 or so. Dominion had already come in and installed t
sew r lines for multi use. If you look at the development plans that Dominion brought
in 2 02, they showed retirement homes and apartment complexes in the same place the
told he residents was a walking path. Mr. Berrisford asks to see those plans. Mayor sa
yes ale Hoover can pull those out for you. We have had Mr. Hoover and the building
dept since I think 1999. She asks if Sam owns from the grave to the river. From the bac
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South Bl omfield can we request zoning changes? Not where it is building now along
Hutchiso . Mayor says that is the responsibility of the land 01.xmer. He can speaR: to the
o c ange
laws. Mr . Berrisford asks about the gentlemen that farms that area and ifs there a weight
limit bee se we have big dump trucks going through our neighborhood and speeding.
, The may r has been made aware of that and has already informed Mr. Hall that this must
~ase. As far as a weight limit, I don't think we have one set back there. In the old part of
-=:-1e villag there is a 700 lb weight limit. Maybe council would want to look into that. He
would ha e to check with Dominion about that property back there, they may have some
kind of e ement. She says she hopes Dominion will respond. Mayor says we are not on
the best o terms because they came forth not long ago requesting to split the land into 2
parts whi h would leave us with another dead end water line. We reviewed and told them
we woul allow them to build more homes as long as they pay to run the water lines.
Dead end ater lines can lead to accumulation of rust. There are also open pit areas and
he has re ested to them to fill them in and they are not responding. Mr. Featheringham
says put t e police down there to slow down the trucks and the speeding school busses.
They all y through there. Get the police back there and pinch a few of them and that will
stop. Chi asks where they are. The residents explain to the Chief where it is they need
to watch. ayor has already contacted the farmer. Mayor says there is no excuse for that
tial area. Mayor asks ifthere are any other questions. Mayor asks them to call
le a time to come and have Dale show them the plans. Jeanette says that is
blem that nobody is here on Friday, is there a reason: Mayor says it is really
just a cos saving measure. Jeanette says that is there a big savings, Mayor says not really.
, 1xre do ha e programmable thermostats that go on and off everyday at a certain time of
Ly. The ghts are motion censored. Mayor says no we are open 7 to 5. Rich asks if it is
-er1ough s ings to combat the convenience of the citizens. Are we saving enough money
to justify? Kelly says our busiest days are Mondays. When we were open on Fridays we
did not re lly have a lot of people come in. We also do have a drop box for people.
Mayor sa s a lot of government offices are running 4 10s now. His personal opinion is
that it wo Id be more convenient to stay later until 6 or 7 at night. The majority of people
work out ftown and are not in town until after 5pm. Dan says maybe Tara working
Fridays c Id help her keep up. Maybe if it is a slower day, she focuses more. Mayor
says she c .mes in many Fridays and Saturdays where she has quiet times. Tara is on
salary and it is her responsibility to take care of those tings and she knew there would be
overtime. lso, to relieve that, Council has hired the part-time Clerk to work full-time.
Jane says e street workers have Friday off and she thinks they should work 7 to 4
during the eek and work on Fridays. If they are out on Fridays and it snows, we are
paying th
time and a half. Yes they have to work Saturdays and Sundays. Gary says
sometime I'm out at 3 o'clock in the morning plowing snow. He says he schedules his
week hou when he knows there is snow coming. Mayor says that for emergencies, you
ate that. Jane says that you are paying them overtime on a Friday. Mayor says
orks 7 to 3 Monday to Friday, if something happens before 7 or after 3 you
ll have t pay them overtime. Jeanette says that sometimes he comes in at 7, he may
nut have a ything to do for 3 or 4 hours. Gary says he always has plenty to do. Jane
thinks the esidents should have a say in if the office is open 5 days or 4. Mayor says that
1
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The punch a time clock. Mayor asks if there is anything else. Jeanette asks if our wate
bill are going to be going up. How about sewage? Mayor says that depends on Counci .
e not bringing in enough money to pay for our sewer debt. Roger says yes, thank
minion Homes. Mr. Berrisford asks ifthere is any recourse, they said they were
goi to build 400 homes and did not? Mayor says that was one of the ordinances he
cha ged when he first came in. The utility capacity fees, if a developer comes in he mu t
sign a contract stating that he will build a certain number and pay the tap fees up front
if n pay a set fee by the Village ahead of time. Mrs. Berrisford asks if you have an
agre ment with Dominion. The former mayor? Mayor says yes there was an annexatio
agre ment signed. We would provide a certain amount of water and sewer service back
ther . There were also plans in the works to expand the water plant for another 3 millio .
Tha was stopped because it was not necessary. Our current water plant can handle twi
ch as we provide now. Richard says that ifthe economy ever breaks loose, we wi
it. He says that back then, we were looking for big development like a hospital an
markets; nobody knew that the economy would flop like it did. One of these days
ay need that. We are prepared, Ashville is not. Their rates are lower because their
were built back in the 30s. We have the most updated facilities. We are prepared :D r
onomy if it breaks loose. Our water is monitored every day and it is very good
qual y. The cost of everything is rising including the cost of chemicals. Government is
not i the business of making profit but you also can not go into debt. We have good
emp yees in the village that are dedicated. So dedicated that sometimes I wonder why
bee se they are not paid what they should be.
Ne business
Gre Fleet Grant I received from MORPC, they have teamed up with a branch of the
fede 1 govt. They have money to convert our fleet vehicles fr01n gasoline to natural ga
pane. The Mayor will forward all this information to Council members to see is t s
ething we want to look into. It is an 80% grant to 20% matching funds. The stree
dept ould run on it, utility has 2 vehicles, and I am not sure if the police cars could run
on it Any comments on this? Rick Sowers thinks it is worth looking at and asks ifthere a
dead ine? Mayor says it just came out so we should have plenty of time.
Me

randum agreement for deposit of public funds. Jill says how many signatures are
se? Do we need one person sign this or more than one? Mayor says we changed t
ing account at the Savings Bank. Jill says we should change all of them even with
ere should be 2 signers on them. Mayor ·says that at the moment there is only the
May r to sign. Mayor agrees. Mayor says we will go Wednesday and put Tara's name
there Are there any other concerns? Jill motions to pass 2011-14 onto the second
readi g. Matt seconds. Rickyes Roger yes, Jane yes motion carries.
L

ittee reports.
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of Clerk, an appointed CFO. Elected positions don't require any qualifications. We
decided a that time to have our auditor go through all the way up through 2011 to start
with a fre h start. The auditor has sent in a quote for auditing 2010 and 2011. It was 8 to
) thousa d he quoted. Dan says it seems like an awful lot of money when the intern had
~ready d e most of the work. Jane says that it is around $4000 a quarter for an auditor
to do a qu er for a business. Mayor says look over the contract and we will bring it up at
next Cou· il to approve or disapprove.
Ordinanc committee minutes were read by Rick Sowers. Matt motions to change the
agenda an add the minutes of the ordinance committee. Jill seconds. Vote: all yeas.
This is co ceming hours not wages. The recipients of the sick time would receive their
but no pay. Mayor says that when sick hours are transferred, it is just the
recipient is paid their own wage. Jane says should that be in an ordinance?
Mayor sa no because it is only pertaining to sick time hours not hourly pay. Matt says
if a highe paid employee donates toa lower, then the Village would be saving money.
And vice ersa. Dan says it should be stated in there specifically. Mayor says that after
the hours re transferred, the recipient now owns those hours and they are paid their own
wage. Da just thinks it should be stipulated in there. Rick Sowers says it is strictly
transferri time. Jill says we used to do that at the school. It is just time transfer not pay.
Mayor sa when it comes to the actual use of those sick hours; the previous owner has
- ~, say to is former hours. Dan says that if it transferred to a higher paid employee, it
uld cost he Village more money. Joe says it is not plausible until someone is in the
mspital. aybe one of you guys can just shoot me and then not have to worry. Dan says
kicking around the theory not this specific case. It is not personal to Joe and
e just working on the future procedure that is not in force yet. Rick Sowers
says that will change some of the. wording to further clarify. Roger says would it still
be ·ok to p ss as an emergency? Mayor says it was not on the agenda, we will not vote.
Jane says at next Council is.the 22nd at 7:00. Mayor says he has saw that happen too
many time where things were passed without proper time for review. Matt says that also
gives us ti e for the solicitor to respond.
Roger mof ons to pay bills Jane seconds, vote all yeas.
Roger mot ons to adjourn, Matt seconds, vote all yeas. Meeting adjourned at 8:45pm.
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eeting started with the pledge. Rick Sowers motions to pass the minutes as writte .
Jane econds. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Minutes stand as read. Mayor says that if th
audi nee ever wants a copy of the minutes Tara can get you a copy or en1ail them to yo .
us1ness
Fleet Grant- Mayor says that MORPC has teamed up with the state and they are
away free consulting and technical resources and assistance with funding
opp
nities throughout Ohio to transfer our automobiles into propane from diesel/
gaso ·ne. He asks the Council if they are interested in pursuing this. We are not sure ho
the p lice cars will react to this. We then only have four other trucks that we can covert
to pr pane. I have the contact information ifthe Street Committee would like to look in
it, I ill pass this on to the Street Committee. I think it's an 80% grant, 20% from the
Vill e. Roger thinks propane is higher than gas right now. Mayor says it is about the
sam Dan asks if anybody did a study on the cost savings. Mayor says he has just a
broc ure but if we are interested, they will come in and do this. Dan asks if there is a
web te. Roger says cleanfulesohio.com. Chief would be afraid of it dissipating in the
cold ater and where is the gas station for that? Mayor says you would have to purchas
bulk aunts and have your own tank. Jane says that could cost a fortune even if it is
20%. Mayor hopes the Street Committee will hold a minute and see how they feel about
it an go from there.
d of 2011-14 Memorandum of agreement for deposit of public funds. Mayor says
·es to admit it but schedules have conflicted and we have not made it over to
King ton Bank. We will make it over there. Roger motions to pass on to the 3rd reading
Rick owers seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Jean
was j
on 5
to do
Nixl

te asks if the meetings are going to be in the water bills, they weren't this time. It
st a mishap. Jane says there also wasn't anything in with the newsletter for voting
r 4 day work weeks. Mayor says yes, he didn't get it in there he is still not sure ho
t. Ken thinks we should go ahead and ask for their updated emails and update the
program for things like this.

13 Transfer of sick hours between Village employees. Roger motions to pass 2011
to the second read. Joe says this is in the ORC. Is it not over us? It is in there wher
you c transfer and stuff. Mayor said since we have never had anything on the books
like t at, anytime you pass a law you can strengthen the code but can not lessen the code
Joe a s don't we accept it every year. Rick says we have to allow it but it still has to go
throu has an ordinance. Joe says lets say he runs out of time next week, will it be
retro tive? Joe says that theORC also mentions holidays and vacatfon time. Joe says w
can n t give less holidays as the minimum standard. Mayor says yes, you can not give
less t an their minimum standards. Joe says well, we are off on that. Mayor says this wil

1s treadin on thin ground and the solicitor will have to get involved there. Joe says he
thought t a1Hhe code is for setting the minimum standards Roger says why do2they have

.

.

.

pages lon over vacations, sick, etc and it is 10 years that I still get my sick time as long
as it's not cashed out when I retire. There is a ton of stuff in there. Joe says this about the
. sick time ·sin there. We are not far off but I thought the ORC is the minimum standard.
!
[ayor sa swell, the majority of the time, now we are getting into pay and I don't know
:~actly w at the code says, I haven't read it. Mayor says we will ask the solicitor. Roger
says that gardless, we have an employee o the Village that is due to fall on bad times.(
what can e do to get this passed? Mayor says we have another meeting scheduled this
month. Je ette asks ifhe is coming back to work full-time? Roger says you'd have to
kill him t keep him away. Jill seconds the motion to pass on to the second reading. Jane
says if we had one more Council person here and all 5 of us voted for it, could we do it as
an emerg cy? Matt said he would be willing to swing by for any emergencies. Anybody
have his mber because this is important. Chief is calling him. Rick Sowers says lets go
ahead an vote on the 2nd read. Vote all yeas, motion carried. Chief says Matt said give
him abou 15 minutes and he will be here. Jane asks if we can go on to the next. Mayor
says yes.
Council P
holding o
somehow
going to b
~ 11 spend c
)ger say

y Matt Pettibone brought the subject forth. Roger says this is .involving on
on the Council pay until January. Rick Sowers says suspend, we have
sed up our budget. Roger says we are not as short as we thought but we re still
short. Rick Sowers and Jane say around $1300 short. Roger motions to
uncil pay until after the first of the year. Chief says you should say postpone.
okay postpone. Jane seconds this also. Vote all yeas motion carries.

Agenda 0
go back t
the minut
is on the c
agenda lik
her prefer
bring the
no, I don'
carries. Ja

dinance- Jane doesn't like the way these agendas are made up, I would like to
a separate sheet of paper. I like everything on a separate sheet of paper from
and ordinances. Dan says isn't that a waste of paper? Jane says well everyone
mputer except me and Bob. Matt arrives. Jane motions to have a separate
before. Rick Sowers seconds. Vote Roger yes, Jill asks why? Mayor says just
ce. Roger says he understands that it all runs together. Chief says he can
art board out here and post the agenda for her on the wall in here. Jill votes
see the point. Jane explains to Matt what she is asking for. Matt yes. Motion
e thanks them.

Ord 2011- 3 Transferring sick hours between employees. We have passed it onto the
second re ing. Roger motions to pass 2011-13 as emergency. Jane seconds. Vote all
yeas, moti n carries. Council thanks Matt and tells him to leave; he has to fix his heat.
Auditor c
i,,_ the 201
{S we di
rrrotions to
there is no
!

tract for 2010-2011. Jane motions to keep Balestra, Harr and Scherer to finish
-2011 audits. Jane hopes he can get it done by the end of this month. Mayor
't have it on the agenda for the 7th, and we had no meeting on the 2211d. Jane
allow Mayor Wilson to sign the contract to finish out 10/11. Rick Sowers says
ay that he can do all of 2011. Jane says he can do the first J quarters. Tara
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e or 1nance says on e
e month we send out the shut offs but we actually send them out with the bills. A
out the extra step of putting notice on the door the day before the shut off. Joe thi s
hould make it a certain day for the shut off. Tara need time to get the wording rig
Sowers motions to table 2011-14 amending 2009-03 until the next meeting. Roge
nds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.

Res lution 2011-16 Council does not have a copy of this. Chief wanted to bring this
for ard. We are in the process of writing up a resolution that $5 out of our Mayor's
Co fines goes into a certain fund number back in 1980, the council voted to set asid
pecifically into a different fund number. There are 3 fund numbers we can use. Ri
she wants it to go into fund# 2271. Roger motions to send it to the Ordinance
mittee. Rick Sowers seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
ittee reports.
Jan read the Safety Committee minutes from Nov ?111, 2011. Jane says since we are on
safe y, why don't we take an extra $5 out of that mayor's court fund and give Captain
Cli a full-time job with a decent wage. He could get a job at McDonalds making mo
that e does here. That is a slap in the face and a disgrace to pay him minimum wage. I
n't afford to pay him a decent wage, we might as well fold up and give up. Since
ayors court is going into the general fund, we should be able to pay our officer a
dee t wage. If anyone agrees, we should make a motion on that. Jane wants to motion o
give Captain Cline a full time position with a decent wage. At least $12 an hour to be
take out of the Mayor's court revenue. Roger says this came before Finance Committ
befo e. Jane says we should talk about this now. Roger says he was on board when we
wen through this in the Finance Committee. Dan says it was pending finding the funds o
pay im. Jeanette says- they are over budget now. Mayor says that their account was
to go into the red. We moved money around within the general fund to make it
gh the year. Jill asks if we can be sure that mayor's court will generate the funds t
cov it. Mayor says no, there is no guarantee. Chief says we can't set any kind of a
·quot . Chief says he doesn't think we can pull from the mayor's court fund. He says th
the ay the statute is written; we can set him as salary, which came back from the
tor. He is my main priority for this upcoming budget. We are already working on
ith Finance.
ead the Finance Committee minutes from Nov 12th, 2011. Jeanette asks about the
vy. Jane explains that it was just an idea that was brought up. Jeanette says peopl
like it. Bryan says it was just an idea to kick around. Jane says minimum wage is
ce. Jeanette agrees he should not get minimum wage.

-\

May r says that he has mentioned CEDA. He was invited to a meeting Nov 16t11 , He an
Mr. lanton attended the meeting. It was concerning a land use plan. Back on Aug gt\
there was a meeting at the County Commissioner's office discussing this; I could not
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ey will provide guidance for future land use decisions and development in the
a, plan for and encourage development. They will hold public meetings to get a
at people want to see in the plan. Roger asks who is benefiting in this. Mayor
denied it 10 months ago because of the financial situation of the village and the
----·~mplexi of the plan. We as a committee could not justify spending.$10,000 for a land
use planj st for route 23. That is something P&Z recommends but it is Council's
decision.· oger asks what if we turn it down and the other 3 pass it? Rick says he has that
in front o the solicitor right now. Jane asks ifthe $43000 includes Ashville, Harrison
Twp. and outh Bloomfield. Roger says how long does it last? Rick says it is a zoning
regulatio that will be presented and asked for us to follow it. Mayor says it would be a
suggestio , not law. Dan asks if Ashville is having a meeting on this. Mayor says yes,
they have meeting scheduled on the 14th. Dan says yes at the school. Dan says it seems
like we h e a lot of land involved. Rick says we have 3 options, commercial, residential,
or flood p ain how educa~ed do you have to be do this? Dan says isn't that why we have a
P&Z boa ? Woody says we know where we want to go, it is not hard for us to figure out
where we eed to go. It might be hard for Ashville and the TWP to figure out what to do
but not us given our location. Jill motions that Mayor does not sign this. Jill seconds,
vote all y as, motion carries. Jeanette asks if the mayor will be at that meeting. No he will
not. Woo y will try to be there if possible. Dan says he is going to it. Dan asks that I hear
we lost a reet helper are we going to replace him? Mayor says not at this point. The
.- ""Torkload s minimal right now. Jill says how proud Bloomfield should be about how it
\ oks wh you come through on 23. I had someone tell me that it is clean and it looks
e nicest one along 23. Mayor would like to send a thank you note. Roger and
o put up as many Christmas lights as possible.
Roger mo ions to pay biHs, Rick seconds, vote: all yeas, motion carries.
Roger mo ions to adjourn, Rick seconds, vote: all yeas, motion carries. Meeting
adjourned t 8:50pm.

~·U~

President of Co~cil

Date signed

---

--··------

--·--
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South Bloomfield Village Council met in regular session on December 20th, 2011 at the
lding. Present at the meeting were Mayor Wilson, Council members Matt Pettibone, Rick So
se, Jane Ramey and Roger Hopkins, CFO Tara Sopher, Chief McCoy, Captain Cline, Tax Cl
Es ep, Residents Dan and Jeanette Gwinn, Maria and Michael Wilson, and Floyd Pluta.

0

Business
inance 2011-14 amending the utility shutoff Ordinance 2009-03. Amending section 2. Tara
ections she would like to make. There is discussion on this. Roger motions to accept 2011-14
·nance 2009-03. Jane seconds. Mayor says that it needs to be rewritten to form. Mayor says let's
he will write up the Ordinance. Roger and Jane rescind their motions until the ordinance is re ·
ions to table this 2011-14, Roger seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.

ads the
amend
ble this
en. Jill

or says this was passed on to the Street Committee but no meeting has been held. Roger says he alked to
G y and he wants to be in on the meeting too. Matt wasn't here the last meeting to set up a meet g time.
M or says get together and let Tara know the date and we will post it and have a meeting. Jill motion to table.
Ri k seconds. Vote all yeas. Motion carries.
3rd

o

ead 2011-14 Memorandum for deposit of public funds. We can't have 2 2011-14s we will chang
ordinance to 2011-15. Rick Sowers says that the minutes for Dec 5th say the Mayor hasn't got to
does not getting to the bank have any aberrance on passing this? Mayor says no. Rick Sowers says st want
e sure. Rick Sowers motions to pass 2011-14 Memorandums for deposit of public funds, Jane sec nds, Jill
if Mayor and Tara have been down there yet? Mayor says No. Jill says but there will be 2 sign s right?
or says yes. Vote all yeas, motion carries.

Re olution 2011-06 was sent to the ordinance committee relating to the $5 court charge to be deposit d into a
sp ific fund number for the police use. Rick Sowers drafted the resolution and sent out to Council fo input to
e sure we are all on the same page and wanted to make sure this is what Chief McCoy was loo · g for. It
not yet been sent to solicitor to review as to form. If Council has any concerns, I wanted to air tho e before
ing to the solicitor. Roger asks Chief if he wants it in a separate fund. Chief says yes and it is wo ded that
w in here. He reads it to Council. Matt asks what the money will be used for. Chief says for equip ent and
ed cation. Matt says okay the lOO's are for personal services. This won't be going toward a certain
ployee
pa ? This is a labor account code. Chief says we can change the account code and when it goes to soli itor, we
wi come back for a vote. Matt says all I am saying is traditionally we should put it in an account ode we
us Uy use for. Tara says all we need to approve is the first 4 numbers, the actual fund number. Ma says it
sh d say every citation paid not written. Chief says this should have been set up 10 years ago. Matt ys after
the money is received, then it will go into this fund. Chief says yes. Matt asks where it goes now. C ·ef says
int the general fund. Rick Sowers says that he dropped off all the numbers except the 2271 and ch ged the
en to paid. I will forward it to the village solicitor for his approval to form. Jill asks how quickl the turn ar
d is on that? Rick Sowers says that the last time he got it back within a couple days but now it is the· ·
mi dle of the holiday season. Jill motions to accept 20116-06 as it is rewritten. Roger seconds, vote 1 yeas,
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they felt
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says that he went to the CEDA meeting; does anyone want to hear about it? Mayor says no.
ear about it. Dan says there were reps from Ashville and Harrison TWP and they asked people h
bout the community and what is needs. They went into a brain storming session and kicked aro
asked them if South Bloomfield doesn't want to become involved in it, how will it affect us? T
lot, but we will still be involved in it. They said they would work with the Village on the paying, t
going ahead with it, with or without our approval. He said they are going to have more meeting
ants to come and put in their 2 cents. Roger says he was under the impression, that it would cost
hether we like it or not. Dan says no. Mayor says he spoke to the solicitor and he said we would
ible for that.

oy says we have had an explorer with us for almost a year as you can see. Jessica is sitting here
her kung outfit. Over the past year this young lady has come in on her own time to help out the police d
She is a emendous help and does whatever we need her to do. A quick estimate is we think well over
has been here to help us. She is outstanding young lady and is going to be applying to the Eastl
Career C nter and we are writing her recommendations. We want to issue her this honor of a Certificate
Executiv Award. He reads it. He presents her the award. He also hands her parents color copies of
certificat

tt
w
d

s
ot

in
t.
0
d
f

NewBus ess
.__front offi e hours.
Mayor sa s that with only 2 people in the front office, one starts at 7 and one starts at 9. Our office hours ar
to 5. Un:D rtunately, due to reasons that are uncontrollable, sometimes the office is closed from 7 to 9 or fr
2:30-3:00. For personal reasons that are uncontrollable, people do get sick; people have vacation days and su .
I guess I
asking Council to fill that spot, either hire a part-time person that we can call in to cover th
hours or nd another solution. Mayor thinks it would be good to have someone on call. With my schedul
can't lea to get over here to open the office. Last week, we were fortunate that Kelly was able to ge a
babysitte . Tara says in four years, she has only ever called off maybe 4 or 5 times. Roger can't see hiri g
another p rson; you won't find anybody to be on call like that. Jeanette says can you afford it? Jill says I c 't
see it. Ro er says a note on the door should be sufficient. It would be for me if I came and saw it, I would j st
come bac . Mayor says that he will change it to 9 to 5. Matt asks if the conversation is about the covera e.
Mayor sa s that the office has been closed during normal posted hours, I am asking to propose you hire anot
person to Ill in or not. Roger says that is it that big of a deal? Would 9 to 5 solve the problem? The Ma
would rat er not have the office open then having posted hours and no one here. Perfect example, I am drivi
through t
, I get my car impounded, I get here the next day normal working hours, and nobody is here. Ro r
says not en an officer? No. Roger says yes but that is one time and just this one day. Jill says but isn't ther a
drop off ox? Mayor says then I want someone else's phone number on the front door. Roger says put
number t n, and I would much rather see the office closed just that one day instead of the inconvenience
We should not hire another part-time person for the front office. Mayor says ok then it come
ion thing. The administrator will handle it. Jill says will you let us know how you will handle
are you planning on opening at 9, I think it would be a bad mistake. Jane says we will not
accommo ating the people. Mayor says it doesn't happen very often it won't cost much. Jane says nobody
-come ove here for 2 hours every once in a while. Mayor says I got guys on the street dept. that do. This co
be any f e of day or night. Jill asks if she can ask another question. Mayor says no, I am tired of the subject if
you want o ask after the meeting, you can. He thinks it is not good public business. Roger says yes but
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rgencies happen. Jane says that we should be open 5 days a week. Jane doesn't understand why
office closed on Friday. Jane says go back before you started this and I want to see the difference
s. We are not saving any money. Mayor Wilson says yes we are. We have put the vote out to the p
see how it comes out. It went out in the water bills. Jane also doesn't know why street people c
, it is still dark. I could clean the entire building in less than an hour. Everybody working here sho
fter their selves. Jill asks Jane if she cleaned the office where she used to work. Yes, I took out
y day. Jill asks if she cleaned the toilets. Jane says no we had Somalians to do it. Mayor laughs.
hall you want, I don't care. I didn't say anything about having them clean the bathrooms. Jeanette
has a point. The street guy may have to come in on Friday to plow snow and that would be overt
they don't clean the streets until 6 am. Mayor says sometimes they are here at 4am and it
day and Sunday too, thats overtime. Jane says how often does it really snow on Saturday? May
says laugh all you want, next election we will get a mayor in here who wants the office open.

e wants
n utility
blic; we
e in at
d clean
y trash

motions to take a five minute break. Roger seconds, vote all yeas.
motions to resume. Roger seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.
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olution 2011-17 an emergency resolution to transfer money from one sub fund to another. Mayo
ette asks how many times we pay the payment. Mayor says twice a year. Do we have enough i
er the payment in July? Mayor says no but that depends on a revision of the raising of the rates an
us to it. Roger motions to pass 2011-17. Matt asks if the solicitor has approved this. Mayor says n
·ng about the legality of transferring money. Mayor says there is no question you can transfer
d. Rick seconds. Vote all yeas, motion carries. Roger motions to pass 2011-17 as an emerge
nds. Vote all yeas, motion carries.

reads it.
there to
such to .
. Matt is ·
thin the
y. Rick

Resolution 2011-18 an emergency resolution to advance money from one fund to another refun . Mayor
s the proposed resolution. Matt motions to amend section one to 5722 not 5277. Roger seconds. Vote all
s, motion carries. Matt asks if it is legal. Mayor explains that we have done it before. Mayor sp e to the
eling clerk and she stated that yes, it is appropriate to do, it should not be a loan like we did in t
uld just be an advance, not a transfer or loan. Roger is concerned in the legality; Tara says she
. Matt is concerned with the paying back to the water. Mayor says this should have been done 3 ye sago, I
plained about it and the bad book keeping but it fell on deaf ears and now we are at this point. Je tte asks
much of increase we will have. Mayor says around $8.00 and that is not bad compared to initial stimates
27 per household. Roger would just like to get more people involved and know why we are in the ituation
are in. People don't realize what is going on. We can't pay a payment if we don't have the mon y. Chief
s there were several public meetings set up but there wasn't a large public turn out. Roger says
friends
ld protest if we raised the rates. Mayor says we have to adjust the rates. Roger says we are trying t fix it; it
not this board and not this Mayor that incurred the debt. Roger motions to pass 2011-18. Mr. Pl a asks if
sewer plant was built due to Bloomfield Hills. Roger says yes, they told us 4-500 houses that hav 't come
Mr. Pluta says the homeowners association is charging them $30 a month, which is money that ould be
d for this community. He has talked to Dominion and gotten nowhere. Dominion charges us for stuff the-.
age does like snow plowing. I would rather give my $30 a month to South Bloomfield because it is ustified.
asks who formed the association. He says Dominion. I have tried to take it over, but until they b d all the
ses, they are in charge. We have no say. People are scrounging to pay their house payment. Jill
they do if you don't pay? Pluta says they put a lien on our property. There are people that buy the houses
have to pay 2-5 grand just to get it caught up. I know for a fact the realtors are not telling them abo t these
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li ·ns. Until those houses ate built, they are not going to turn it over to us. He thinks there should b a
way to ti the association into South Bloomfield. There have to be ways to use law enforcement. There were 0
homes b ken into, our officers are wonderful, they are like family, but crime doesn't stop because you cl ck
day. That school is good; people are going to build around that. Jeanette asks if there is anything at
against Dominion. Mayor says no the annexation agreement signed by the prior administratio is
t was in the contract that we had to be able to supply the waste water treatment by four years but o
time req ement for them to build. Rick seconds, vote all yeas motion carries. Roger motions to pass 2011 18
as an em gency, Rick seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.

Committ e reposts/ none
Roger m ions to pay bills. Matt seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries.
Roger m ions to adjourn, Rick seconds, vote all yeas, motion carries. Meeting adjourned at 9: 12pm.
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